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SALES AND SERVICE OF ORIGINAL CLEAR SPAN STRUCTURES FROM HEINZ RÖDER AND HÖCKER

■
■
■
■
■
■

US based – inventory stock facility
ASCE7-02 Engineering criteria
Complete range of accessories
Precision engineering across all lines
Full technical support service
Competitive pricing policy across all lines

HTS-STRUCTURES
PRICE PROMISE
HTS STUCTURES offer the widest range
of products supplied at the most
competitive prices in the industry –
However, if you find a more competitive
“like-for-like” quote anywhere in the
market, contact HTS STRUCTURES and
we will aim to better it for you.

EVERYTHING COVERED

höcker
STRUCTURES
■
■
■
■
■
■

P-series Party (10' – 40')
F-series Festival (33' – 300')
L-series Industrial (33' – 100')
Multi-level and Custom Structures
Wide range of accessories available
Full technical support

■
■
■
■
■
■

Party Tents (10' – 33')
Pagodas (10' – 33')
Big Tents (33' – 200')
Multi-level and Custom Structures
Competitive pricing policy
Complete range of accessories

Key contact for HÖCKER products:

Key contact for HTS STRUCTURES:

HTS STRUCTURES LLC, 11595 Kelly Rd. #115, Ft. Myers, FL 33908
Toll free: 800 806 7404 Tel: 239 489 3304
Fax: 239 489 3394 Email: sales@hts-structures.com

HTS STRUCTURES LLC, 2200A Lynch Road, Evansville IN 47711
Toll free: 866 200 6939 Tel: 812 491 2260
Fax: 812 491 2263 Email: sales@hts-structures.com

INNOVATORS IN CLEAR SPAN STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY

WWW.HTS-STRUCTURES.COM
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Page 36: The toughest role on the tent team is that of the crew chief, who does everything from driving stakes to handling customers’ requests. Page 28: Small
events get a dose of big style from clever event professionals. Page 26: The annual Children’s Polo Classic gives Skyway Event Services the chance to up its game
every year. Page 52: Alan Parkinson’s visionary luminaria offer event promoters a unique and unforgettable visitor experience.
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36 Hail to the crew chief

Crew chief Rich Bergeron from L & A Tent Rentals in Hamilton,
N.J., works on a frame tent for last year’s Mid-Atlantic Tent Renters
Association Conference. L & A Tent Rentals offers flex time to its
crew chiefs as an incentive to keep them on board.
Design by Kari Pederson. See page 36.
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OnStage

Ready…break!
Working on your team approach can lead to better service and smooth-running events.

T

There is nothing quite like the excitement of cheering for a sports team and
getting caught up in its success. Those who have only watched one game all
season long find themselves glued to the television during playoffs time. And fans
who have been devout to their team are even more enthralled by comebacks in
overtime and late-season upsets.
It is an understatement to say that putting on successful tented events requires a team effort. They simply don’t work if the event team is performing anything short of phenomenal, and clients will quickly notice. Team members—including rental companies, vendors and
planners—need to be firing on all cylinders and pro-actively communicating to make events go off
without a hitch. When your team is playing as though it’s the playoffs, things like customer service
skills start to shine.
For our Showcase story this issue (page 24), we found
three companies who have mastered the team philosophy
Team members need
to provide top-notch service at recurring annual sporting
to be firing on all
events. These companies have shown their clients that they
are some of the best in the business. Rather than growing
cylinders to make
comfortable with long-term contracts, the companies
events go off without
continue to question how the events could be done better
each year. They refine their team approach each season to
a hitch.
bring more successes and small triumphs.
All teams, especially those that are feeling less than
cohesive, should think about how they can do better. Ask what you could be doing to boost the team
ethos at work. Come up with off-season incentives and development areas for your workers. Focus on
how you can maximize your upcoming slow season to ensure success next summer. And don’t forget
to consider leadership: In this business, effective teams need skilled leaders. Cheer on your event team
and relish the excitement of future success.
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InTents promotes the use of tents and
fabric structures by showcasing innovative
products and state-of-the-art installations.
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of IFAI’s Tent Rental Division.
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News

Under the new law, those with overdue rental property must
pay for the extra time. Failing to pay for extra time or necessary
repairs, along with failing to return the property within the
five-day notice period, will now be considered fraudulent. For property valued at more than $500, the
offender could face felony fraud charges.
The law specifies that rental owners can give
their notice of overdue equipment either in
person, by hand delivery or by registered mail to
the address given on the rental agreement.

© 2007 iStockphoto.

Residents delay tent vote

Equestrians who bring multiple horses to Tioga Downs in Nichols, N.Y., can now
keep all their horses in one tented paddock on race day, rather than shuffling
horses to and from a separate barn.

A
InTents
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New tented paddock
for Tioga Downs

6

A tent has nearly doubled the capacity of the racing paddock
at Tioga Downs in Nichols, N.Y., according to Harnesslink.
The original paddock had enough space for five full races
with a few stalls left over, but the new configuration with a
60-by-90-foot tent means the Tioga paddock can now hold
nine full races.
The tent holds 30 temporary stalls and offers equestrians
the ability to keep all their horses together in the paddock.
“Last year, guys who brought three or four horses to race had
a hard time getting their horses to and from the paddock from
the ship-in barn, which is located at the opposite end of the
track,” said Guy Howard, president of the Southern Tier Harness Horsemen’s Association (STHHA). “Now horsemen will
be able to have all their horses right in the paddock. With the
improvements to the track surface and the increase in the size
of the paddock, it should really make racing at Tioga even better than last year.”

Theft of services bill signed
Earlier this year, Mississippi governor Haley Barbour signed a
new law making it a crime not to return rental property at the
end of a rental period. Clients will have five days to return overdue rental property after an owner has given them notice.

Residents of Kildeer, Ill., have decided to
postpone their vote on a controversial tent
plan until more information about the tent’s
effects on the community can be gathered.
The Illinois Daily Herald reports that
Concorde Banquets has proposed installing
a 6,500-square-foot tented pavilion at the
back of its property to increase its event space.
But residents living within a half-mile of the
banquet hall are concerned that the noise from
tented events would be invasive and that partygoers could be difficult to control.
The homes near to the Concorde Banquets facility are
part of unincorporated areas Lake County, Deer Park and Lake
Zurich. “The whole area isn’t Kildeer, so they don’t have a right
to force the rest of us to listen to all of this [event noise],” a Lake
County resident told the Herald.
Concorde Banquets’ tent plan includes considerations for
noise, such as meters at the property’s edge to alert event professionals that the noise has become too loud. In addition, all
music would be required to stop at 11:00 p.m.
Kildeer village trustees have given the plan preliminary approval but decided to postpone the final vote until more information is gathered, possibly meeting later this summer. “I would like
demonstrations of what this is going to sound like,” said trustee
Olivia Coughlin. “I would be making a poorly informed decision.”
Concorde Banquets owner John Kalyviaris has said he will
cooperate by providing any information the board requests,
including renderings of what the tent would look like in the
winter. “I think we’ve done everything we’ve been asked,”
Kalyviaris said. “I feel that if we put this together, it will be a
beautiful project.”

City adopts new tent permit powers
The city council for Orange, Texas, has adopted a new ordinance to require permits for large tents. According to the
Orange Leader, the new requirement means that no one will be
able to put up a tent in Orange for any public assembly without
first getting a tent permit. Exceptions to this include when the
tent is part of a city-approved festival or event lasting between
one and three days.
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EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Get the information you need to
increase your proﬁtability
Bold Solutions for Today’s
Tents is an educational
symposium organized in
cooperation with the Tent
Rental Division of IFAI and
InTents magazine.

BOLD SOLUTIONS FOR TODAY’S TENTS
Thursday, Oct. 4, 2007
1:00 pm – 5:00 pm
Las Vegas Convention Center
• Learn how to recognize anchoring challenges and the physical
forces affecting tent, awning and lightweight structure projects
• Learn about OSHA standards for fall protection and
compliance obligations
• Learn cleaning strategies for industrial fabrics including vinyl
• Enjoy a networking reception sponsored by the Tent Rental
Division of IFAI and InTents magazine.

THE TRADE SHOW, OCT. 3-5, 2007
IFAI Expo 2007 is the largest specialty fabrics trade show in the
Americas. Attendees will have buying opportunities with more than
450 companies showcasing the latest products, breakthrough materials
and new sources of supplies and equipment. FREE admittance to the Trade
Show on Oct. 3-5, 2007 is included in all registration packages.

REGISTER TODAY!
Register by Sept. 4, 2007 at www.ifaiexpo.com, for only $79 US
(member) or as part of a Full Expo or Full Education package.
Please use Promo Code SEM when you register. For questions,
visit www.ifaiexpo.com or contact our show management at
+1 651 222 2508 or e-mail ifaiexpo@ifai.com.

0807IT_6_27.indd
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City manager Shawn Oubre said the
tent code is not intended to disallow
charities, nonprofits or functions such
as Mardi Gras. It also would not apply
to tents needed after hurricanes and
in other emergency situations. The
council’s motion to adopt the ordinance
passed unanimously.

Compromise over
school’s athletic tent
Residents of Towson, Md., have agreed
to drop pending litigation against the
athletic tent at Baltimore Lutheran
School in Towson, the Baltimore Examiner reports. Neighbors of the school
have said they will withdraw a zoning
appeal as well as nuisance and propertyvalue lawsuits concerning the five-story
tent that has brought the school more
flexible event space. School administrators have said they will meet some of
the neighbors’ requests by installing a
fence and planting cypress trees to shield
the tent.

Baltimore County approved the structure in 2004, and a heated battle ensued.
Residents set up a Web site to criticize the
tent, and a man was arrested during a protest last August. Neighbors were unhappy
with illegal parking in their streets and
with students being disruptive after events
for which the tent was rented out.
Doug DesMarais, president of the
Chatterleigh Community Association,
told the Examiner that the community had
begun a “new era” of cooperation. “Both
sides have been committed to finding a
mutually acceptable resolution,” he said.

Immigration bill
dies again
In late June, the stalled immigration
bill was resurrected on the Senate floor,
but proponents of the bill were once
again unable to gain enough votes for
cloture, which would move the bill into
the final stage of debate and much nearer
to passing. The developments mean that
the comprehensive immigration reform

measures are as good as dead in the
110th Congress. The proposed legislation drew controversy from all sides, as
it was the product of a great compromise
between the White House and both parties. Rental companies fear that without
any action on current immigration law,
there could be a shortage of H-2B visas.
The visa program helps bring in seasonal
workers from outside the U.S. and is due
to expire on Sept. 30.

Company news
Classic Party Rentals and Chameleon Chair, both of Los Angeles, have
entered into an exclusive national
marketing agreement that will mean
Chameleon’s chairs and barstools will
only be available in the U.S. through
Classic Party Rentals or Chameleon.
Chameleon Chair will continue to operate independently, and Classic Party
Rentals will stock and rent the chairs
in exclusive territories. The chairs will
first be available in San Francisco, Napa

OUR CLIENTS WALK ALL OVER US
Event Flooring Professionals, LLC
Scaffold Flooring
Plywood Sub-flooring
Tip Up Seats

InTents
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EventFlooringProfessionals.com

Bleacher Seats

Flooring · Seating · Scaffolding

Dallas
( 8 8 8 ) 6 9 7 -91 0 1

Los Angeles
(8 7 7 ) 354- 6801

O r l ando
( 877) 354- 6806

Pho eni x
( 877) 354- 6807

Washing ton D.C.
(8 7 7 ) 3 5 4 -6 8 0 5
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Valley and Dallas, then later in Atlanta,
Miami and Phoenix.
Teeco Solutions of Fenton, Mo., has
hired Jim Fox as national sales manager.
Fox has 20 years of sales and marketing
experience. “Teeco Solutions has grown
by supplying the tent rental market with
products of superior quality and performance,” Fox said. “My goal is to continue our growth by helping our clients
find real solutions to real problems.”
Duracote Corp. has hired Ron Miller
as account manager for the company’s
west coast territory of the U.S. Miller
will be responsible for establishing new
customers, servicing current accounts,
helping with new product development
and promoting Duracote’s products
within the industry. Miller has 10 years
of industrial sales experience.
Ohio’s lieutenant governor, Lee
Fisher, has announced a $100,000 roadwork development grant to complete
public improvements in support of Celina Tent’s expansion. Mercer County

Jim Fox, Teeco Solutions

Ron Miller, Duracote Corp.

will receive the grant to help finish
road construction in front of Celina
Tent’s warehouse, including a new turn
lane into the facility. Celina is currently
adding 27,450 square feet to its facility,
along with new machinery and equipment, to help fulfill a five-year contract
it won with the U.S. Department of
Defense for humanitarian shelters.
HSS Hire Service Group of Mit-

cham, Surrey, England, has been bought
by Auriga, a U.K. investment firm, and
Och-Ziff, a U.S. hedge fund. HSS Hire
Service Group was previously owned
by global equity firm 3i. The company,
which has over 600 equipment and special event rental locations in seven countries, was purchased for approximately
$612 million. Chris Davies will remain
as CEO of HSS.

. . . A N D W E L O VE I T !
American Turf & Carpet, LLC

Dallas
(8 0 0 ) 584- 7475

Los Angeles
( 800) 952- 8847

O r l ando
( 800) 920- 8873
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Chicago
(80 0 ) 7 0 4 -0 3 6 0
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AmericanTurfandCarpet.com

Carpet Runners
Event Carpet
Artificial Grass
Stage Carpet
Corporate Carpet
Sisal Carpet
Sporting Events
RV Industries
Logo Rugs
Landscape Turf
Putting Greens
Wa s hing ton D.C.
( 800) 2 7 5 -5 2 9 8
www.intents.info
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Douglas Crowe, former director of
sales for Chicago Party Rental, will take
over as director of sales for Party Reflections in Charlotte, N.C. “I cannot say
enough about the time I spent working
with the professionals at Chicago Party
Rental,” Crowe said. “I wish them much
success with their future endeavors.”
Airstar America has announced a restructuring, which will see David Mohen
promoted to executive vice president.
Mohen will oversee the firm’s U.S. operations from the company’s new headquarters in Orlando, Fla. Co-founder
Benoit Beylier will take over as CEO of
Airstar Worldwide and will relocate to
those offices in France.
WeatherMax of Greenville, S.C., has
appointed David Conine to market development in the firm’s awning and architecture division. “David’s management experience in marketing and sales make him
an excellent fit for WeatherMax,” said
John Pierce, of parent company Safety
Components Fabric Technologies.

Select Event Rentals of Laurel, Md.,
has promoted Kelly Andres to president.
Andres has been employed with Select
for 13 years and will oversee operations
in Philadelphia, New Jersey and Washington, D.C.
Mike Crews has joined the sales team
at Losberger. Crews will manage sales
and operations in the western U.S. and
will be based out of Evansville, Ind. He
has over 17 years of inudstry experience
and has specialized in clearspan structures for the last six years.

New locations
Lenzip Manufacturing Corp. has moved
its headquarters to Rolling Meadows, Ill.,
a northwest suburb of Chicago. Lenzip
was founded in 1946 in Chicago, where
it has been located for over 60 years.
The company needed more space for
manufacturing and office activities. The
new 77,000-square-foot facility features
new offices, new production areas and a
quality assurance laboratory.

Lenzip’s new headquarters in Rolling Meadows, Ill.,
is a 77,000-square-foot building that provides extra
manufacturing and office space.

Lenzip Manufacturing Corp.
3000 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008-3709
Phone: 847 368 9000
Fax: 847 385 0740

Introducing:
Showtime® GraphicTent™
16 0z. Blackout Tent Top Fabric for Digital Printing

Tent & Structure Fabrics
August ▲ September 2007

A complete in-stock selection of high
performance vinyl with
seamless capabilities up to 98” wide.
Architent®
Showtime®
WideSide®

InTents
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www.herculite.com

800-772-0036

®

See us at Expo Booth 443
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Low Country Event Rentals has
moved its Savannah, Ga., operations
to a new facility on Waters Avenue.
The new 8,000-square-foot location
includes a new showroom and warehouse. Low Country’s South Carolina
operations will continue from its facility
in Bluffton.
Low Country Event Rentals
8115 Waters Avenue
Savannah, GA 31406
Phone: 843 837 5090 / 800 995 9162
Denver Tent Co. is now located in
a new 61,000-square-foot facility along
with its sister company Colorado Party
Rental. The new facility is around two
miles from the company’s previous location. All contact numbers will remain
the same.
Denver Tent Co.
4200 Garfield Street
Denver, CO 80216
Phone: 303 399 3232
Fax: 303 399 1362

Denver Tent Co. has co-located with sister company Colorado Party Rental to a new 61,000-square-foot building
around two miles from its previous facility.

Off-season profits
Big Top Party Rental is offering a twoday training workshop to help tent rental
companies add a holiday decorating business for winter profits. Bobby Cooper,
president of Big Top Party Rental, started
the Christmas Light People in 2002 to

help manage off-season cash flow. His
company provides holiday decorating
services for commercial accounts as well
as residential customers, including celebrities and pro-football players. Cooper
also runs training seminars to help other
tent rental companies break into the

BUILDING EXCELLENCE IN THE TENT ENVIRONMENT
“MAX” SERIES CHAIRS
The “Max” Series chairs combine strength
and durability with elegant design.

• “Max” Performance Chairs
• “Max” Crystal Series Chairs
• “Max” Resin Folding Chairs
• Other Styles, Models &
Accessories available

www.cspevents.com
NEW!

FIBERTECH TENT DOORS

MAXI TENT TOOLS

Maximizer Tent
Products &
CSP Chairs
Distributed by:

Tent Jacks
Stake Pullers
Install Kits
Repair Kits
Replacement Parts
Roll-Up Doors
Heat & A/C

August ▲ September 2007

Our tools and accessories
make tenting simple.

InTents

Create the perfect entry to any tent
with clear or french pane doors.

1.800.621.2495
On the web at:
www.theSECgroup.com
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same business. The workshops cover
everything from installation and removal
to repairs, safety, marketing, pricing and
insurance. The next class is scheduled
for Oct. 5–6, 2007 in Tewksbury. For
more information, visit www.christmaslightpeople.com or e-mail bigtopparty@
comcast.net.

Advanced venue
searching
Eventective, a comprehensive meeting and event space search engine, has
announced expanded capabilities for
planners, including new search tools and
a function that allows users to export
venue lists. Users can look up a venue
based on state, city, metro area, venue
type, number of attendees, square footage
and availability of venue images. The export feature is available for venue lists as
well as vendor lists, drawing from 40,000
vendors listed on the site. Visit www.
eventective.com for more information.

Eventective’s latest updates mean that event planners and producers can export vendor lists and venue lists
that draw from over 40,000 vendors, 312,000 event spaces and 93,000 facilities.

“The engineering that goes into the
Losberger system is unrivaled. Easier
installations and time saving innovations
are vital to our
success. Their
staff has been
excellent in supporting us since our first
purchase several years ago. They have
in-depth product knowledge, technical
expertise and a customer focus that
exceeds any within the industry.”

Why Losberger works for me.

Andrew Ussher
Advanced Tent Rentals, Ltd.
Toronto, Canada

Why it will work for you.
August ▲ September 2007

■

Courtesy of Leavitt & Parris
Portland Maine

We switched to Losberger
because the system is much
more user-friendly and polished
in its attention to detail.

InTents
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Designed for flexible and safe installations
Engineered for dependable performance
■ No exterior guy ropes or anchoring
■ No interior poles or obstructions
■ Ideal for short or long-term use
■ U.S. based year-round inventory
■ Sales and service by
clear span specialists
■

Take the next step...
800.964.8368
www.losbergerus.com

www.intents.info
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Award for best rental
management software
Orion Software and its flagship product,
Sirius Pro, have received an award for
the Best Rental Management Software
from Rental & Staging magazine. The
award was given at the InfoComm show
in Los Angeles, Calif.
“We’re very proud to receive this prestigious award on behalf of our whole
team, who have worked hard to create a
great software,” said Andre Gilbert, president of Orion Software. “Being voted as
the top rental software in the industry
encourages us to strive to continue to
bring tangible benefits to our clients
through technology.”
Sirius Pro is a Windows-based software
that tracks inventory and staff. It also
manages customer operations, including quotes, reservations, contracts and
invoices. Capabilities include multiple
languages, currencies and tax systems.
The software is used by more than 600
clients in 14 countries.

InTents
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Party & Event Tents

For your next tent,
think TopTec tents!
1073 Neely Ferry Road • Laurens, SC 29360 USA
Toll Free: 800-845-2830 or 864-575-9936 • Fax: 800-921-7750 or 864-575-3913
E-mail: eventtec@prtcnet.com • www.toptecinc.com
www.intents.info
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Events

White-tie street party
A mid-winter, overnight tent project on a bustling road in Philadelphia leads to an event fit for a prince.

Photos courtesy of EventQuip.

The 40-by-145-foot tent went up quickly overnight, with flooring crews hurried
along by the tent crew working right behind them.

InTents
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On a cold night at the end of January, EventQuip loaded up
its carefully ordered trucks and headed for downtown Philadelphia. The white-tie gala EventQuip was preparing for was the
150th anniversary celebration of the Philadelphia Orchestra,
and Prince Charles would be among the guest list of local and
international dignitaries. After numerous meetings with the
police, city officials and the fire department, it was finally time
to close down what some consider the busiest street in Philadelphia—Broad Street—and begin the overnight setup.
The street was closed at 11:00 p.m. Friday to accommodate
setup of the 40-by-145-foot Aztec frame tent, says EventQuip’s
Ed Knight. (The tent width had to be modified to allow fire
truck access on Broad Street.) The installation had to be complete by 9:00 the next morning, including the main tent with
clear mids over the dance floor and band area, a catering tent
and a tented restroom trailer.
“We spent more time loading the trucks and coordinating
the efforts than we did on the installation,” Knight says. Each
of the 11 truckloads was loaded in a specific order for the different crews to attack their portion of the project. The team
prearranged the drive downtown so that each of the trucks
would arrive in order according to where it needed to park on
site. Setting specific crew responsibilities and strict timing also
helped the team work efficiently.

Broad Street is considered to be one of the busiest thoroughfares in downtown
Philadelphia, and it’s not easy to get it closed to accommodate events.

“Floor crews were chased down the street by a tent crew that
built a tent on top of the floor as quickly as they could,” Knight
says. “When the floor was finished, the flooring crews then assisted the tent crew with legs and tops.” All this activity took
place while other crews built walkways, a catering tent and a
building connector.
Since the event was held in January, Knight needed extra
staff to help his reduced winter crew. “We went to another
local tent rental company and subcontracted some of their key
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Events

The impressive finished tent had clear mids over the dance floor and band area
so eventgoers could look up at towering buildings and the night sky.

installers for the weekend,” he says. “Altogether, we had 32
installers working through the night.”
Tent crews are accustomed to working overnights on lucrative events, but an added trial for the EventQuip team was the
cold winter weather. “It was 12 degrees and breezy all night
long,” Knight says, “and we were thankful the weather was
that nice, as we agreed to get the job done in that time frame
regardless of weather.”
Cold weather can pose potential problems for finicky tent
fabric. Knight and his team tried to prevent any disasters by
rolling the tent tops onto tubes, much like carpet, to make them
easier to unroll and pull on the frames in the cold. The tops
were kept in a box truck heated with a 170,000 BTU heater.
“Tops would come out of the truck and be pulled into the
keders while two men supported the tops as they unrolled,”
Knight explains. “Despite these efforts and additional Heat
Cannons directed upward at the clear tops for over the dance
area, we still watched two tops shatter before they made it to
the other side.” Luckily the crew had brought some spare clear
tops for the dance floor area, and didn’t need to use the white
tops that were brought as a last resort.
In the end, the cold weather and tight installation time
couldn’t prevent EventQuip from doing the job well. The
finished tent, dubbed the Broad Street Ballroom, was warm,
beautiful and fit for a prince.
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Catch the opportunity,
capture the market
Rooms at the Hyatt will be $199 per night. Make reservations by calling +1 562 491 1234 or visit www.longbeach.hyatt.
com. The nearest airport is Long Beach Municipal Airport,
which is serviced by American Airlines, America West or
Jet Blue. Los Angeles International Airport is 18 miles away,
and TRD has negotiated a one-way Super Shuttle rate to the
hotel of $17 per person.

T

Take a productive break this winter in California by joining us
at our next Tent Conference, Jan. 24–26, 2008, at the Hyatt
Regency in Long Beach, Calif. Registration is $249. For more
information, visit www.tentexperts.org or e-mail jmschieffer@
ifai.com.

Tentative schedule of events

Call for entries
The Tent Rental Division is welcoming entries for the 2008
TRD Award of Excellence Program, the annual competition
that recognizes excellence in tent manufacturing and tent
projects. Tent rental industry peers will act as judges to decide
on the best projects. Winning entries will be announced and
showcased during the Awards Luncheon at the IFAI Tent
Photo courtesy of Stamford Tent & Event Services.

Thurs., Jan. 24
10:00 a.m.

TRD task force meetings

1:00 p.m.

Steering committee meeting

6:30 p.m.

Opening reception & Award of
Excellence competition voting

InTents
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Fri., Jan. 25
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9:00 a.m.

Opening session and TRD business meeting

10:30 a.m.

Keynote presentation: Marketing metrics
Bob Pritchard, Intl Marketer of the Year

12:00 p.m.

Awards Luncheon

1:15 p.m.

Customer service and added value
Bob Pritchard

2:15 p.m.

How to control loss exposure
Chris Rogers, risk control expert

3:15 p.m.

Electronic tools and our business
Includes hands-on PartyCAD workshop

6:00 p.m.

Harbour tour & Spirit Cruise dining experience

Sat., Jan. 26
9:00 a.m.

Breakfast with vendors & demonstration of
TRD training videos

10:15 a.m.

The potential of working with fairs & festivals
Pete Van de Putte, Intl Festival & Events Assn

12:00 p.m.

TRD annual golf tournament, or tour of
Hollywood (12:15 p.m.)

6:30 p.m.

Networking night on the town

In last year’s TRD Award of Excellence competition, Stamford Tent & Event Services
took home the award for best commercial tent rental along with the people’s
choice award.

Tent Conference key contacts
Tent Rental Division
Jan Schieffer, TRD managing director
+1 651 225 6944
jmschieffer@ifai.com
www.tentexperts.org
Long Beach Hyatt Regency
Reservations and hotel information
+1 562 491 1234
www.longbeach.hyatt.com
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Tent Rental Division News
Conference 2008, to be held Jan. 24–26
at the Hyatt Hotel in Long Beach, Calif.
The competition is open to IFAI Tent
Rental Division members and is free to
enter. For more information on the contest and entry requirements, visit www.
tentexperts.org or e-mail jmschieffer@
ifai.com.

Tent-specific seminars
at IFAI Expo

by the Tent Rental Division and InTents.
For more information or to register online, visit www.ifaiexpo.com.

Expo 2008 wins
IBP mark
IFAI Expo 2008, to be held in Charlotte, N.C., has received the prestigious
International Buyer’s Program (IBP)
designation from the U.S. Department

of Commerce. The designation means
that the Department of Commerce will
promote IFAI Expo 2008 on an international stage, boosting international
attendance and encouraging global trade
and business partnerships. Country and
industry experts will provide networking and matching between prospective
buyers, distributors and U.S. exhibitors
at the 2008 show. Only 28 tradeshows

InTents

This year’s IFAI Expo, Oct. 3–5, 2008,
is offering valuable seminars specifically
designed for the tent industry. Join us in
Las Vegas at the Las Vegas Convention
Center on Oct. 4 for the symposium entitled Bold Solutions for Today’s Tents.
The symposium offers three sessions:
Alternative Anchoring Methods; Fall
Protection—Your Rights and Responsibilities; and Tackling the Top 10 Stains.
Alternative Anchoring Methods will
help attendees recognize risks and the
physical forces affecting projects, including compression, tension, uplift and
shear. The session will identify resources
and professionals that can provide project
solutions to minimize risk and avoid litigation. In addition, attendees will learn
how to implement real-world solutions
for applying unconventional anchoring
methods, including cement anchors,
augers and counterweights.
The session on fall protection will
provide information on OSHA standards, personal protective equipment and
ladder safety. Gain an understanding of
safety responsibilities and compliance
obligations, and learn how to build relationships and develop safety resources.
In addition, find out about the costs and
fines associated with workers’ compensation and how to work with inspectors
on site.
Tackling the Top 10 Stains will help
cure headaches caused by mold, mildew,
mustard and permanent marker stains on
tent fabric. The seminar will offer cleaning strategies and guidelines for specific
fabric types, as well as stain removal tips
and more.
There will also be a networking reception after the symposium, brought to you
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Photo by Jan Schieffer, IFAI.

are selected of the hundreds that apply
each year, according to the Department of
Commerce. IFAI Expo 2006 also received
the IBP designation.
“We are very honored that IFAI Expo
has received the IBP designation for a
second time,” said Stephen Warner, president of IFAI. “This recognizes the excellent opportunities available through IFAI
Expo 2008 to the world specialty fabric
community. The IBP designation is a
proven value in bringing international
buyers to our show.”
IFAI Expo 2006 attracted a record
8,122 participants and was held as part
of Megatex in Atlanta, Ga. For more
information, visit www.ifai.com.

TRD seeks next
Wodetzki star
The TRD steering committee is seeking
nominations for the next recipient of the
Bruce Wodetzki award, which is given
to an individual who has contributed to

Wodetzki award winners past and present (from left): Jim R. Reyen, Kevin McBride, Jerry O’Connell, Bernard
Armbruster and J.D. Howell.

Anchor Tents & Structures
...THE TRUSTED NAME IN THE INDUSTRY

Check the labels! Make sure you are protecting your customers

A N O T H E R S AT I S F I E D
CUSTOMER
“We have 40’, 60’ and 80’

August ▲ September 2007

wide Century® product in
our inventory. The overall

quality and design, but is that backed by over 100 years of proven

appearance is very attrac-

success in product development, customizing and the industry’s

tive to the client; the tents

best and largest base of field and factory sales representatives?

are user-friendly and pull out
nicely. The quality is superior

Ask lots of questions and demand to know all the fine details of

to others who try to duplicate

the product, the price and the service you are going to receive.

the Century. Anchor’s cus-

We know you’ll be satisfied at Anchor.

tomer service is second to
none.”
Jim Bach
Apres Party Rental
Edina, MN

1 1 0 0 B u rc h Driv e • Evansville, I N 4 77 25 U SA • 800-544-4445 • ph o n e 812-867-2421
www. anc horinc . c om • t ent s@ an ch o ri n c.co m • f ax 812-867-0547
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with an authentic Anchor tent. Others claim to have Anchor’s

Photos courtesy: Apres Party Rental, Edina, MN • Skyline Tent Co., Charlottesville, VA
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Tent Rental Division News
the division or to the tent industry in
general. After steering committee members vote on new nominees, a representative from the Wodetzki family approves
the chosen candidate. The next winner
will be announced at the Tent Conference 2008. All nominees must meet the
following guidelines.
• The candidate must be a member of
IFAI or TRD.
• The candidate must have a longterm involvement in the goals of the
division.
• The candidate must have demonstrated leadership within the division.
• The candidate must have influenced
the division’s trends and images.
• The candidate must have had a
personal impact on the division.
The Wodetzki award is named after
Bruce Wodetzki, who was the first chair
of the Tent Rental Division. Wodetzki

was an active and important leader in
the industry, and his dedication and service were essential to the development
and success of the division.
After Wodetzki passed away in 1989,
the division chose to commemorate his
extraordinary achievements by creating
an award that honors excellence in individual contributions. Recipients of the
prestigious award are leaders in their field
who have demonstrated their commitment to the growth of the industry.
The first award was presented in 1990
to Henry Wodetzki at the midwinter tent
rental meeting in Anaheim, Calif. Henry
Wodetzki was active in IFAI and TRD
and served as chair of the IFAI board
in the early 1960s. Last year, Kevin McBride of P.J. McBride Inc. was recognized
with the award.
To nominate a colleague, contact Jan
Schieffer, TRD managing director, at
jmschieffer@ifai.com or +1 651 225
6944.

Member directory
coming soon
TRD members will soon have their
hands on the latest version of the Tent
Rental Division Directory. The 2007–
2008 directory will be available this fall
for TRD members to quickly reference
the contact details of fellow members
around the world. For U.S. members,
the new directory also boasts a useful
list of where to find each state’s building
codes online.

Steering committee
nominations open
The TRD is accepting nominations for
Steering Committee positions that will
open in January 2008. Do you know of
a fellow TRD member who is an active participant in our industry and who
would make an excellent committee
candidate? Send your nomination by
Oct. 15 to Jan Schieffer at jmschieffer@
ifai.com or call +1 651 225 6944.
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The greening
of events
The latest event trend is sustainability: Prepare your
business for green opportunities ahead.

W

When the bombardment of global-warming headlines first
began, event professionals may not have given them a second
look, aside from maybe vowing to recycle more at home. But
today, there is a strong movement to “go green”—and it’s no
longer just for tree-huggers. Brides and corporations alike are
feeling the pressure to do something socially responsible, especially when it comes to putting on events.
The latest wedding trend, particularly on the west coast, is
not only chocolate brown linens or personalized favors. Event
planners are finding more and more that their clients are requesting help having a sustainable wedding. According to the
Associated Press, savvy businesses are cashing in on the growing
green trend in an already booming wedding industry.
“Going green is one of the great business opportunities of the
21st century, and the rapid growth of green weddings and green
wedding consulting groups is not surprising,” business professor
David Cooperrider told the AP. “In fact, wedding advisers
that are not going green are going to be at a competitive
disadvantage.”
Meeting planners are also feeling the heat from new
eco-friendly demands, meaning they need to be more
creative in planning events for their clients. “Groups are
requesting ‘giving back to the community’ type activities,” Tracey Brenneman told the San Diego Business
Journal. Brenneman is a senior sales manager for PRA
Destination Management Inc., which has 19 offices

A new resource has been specifically designed to help planners and
suppliers incorporate green principles into every aspect of organizing an
event, especially conferences and meetings. The Blue Green Meetings
site includes a broad list of other links and resources, which should get
planners thinking about all kinds of sustainability issues. A step-by-step
guide helps users through every part of the process, from choosing a
location, venue and transportation to deciding on food and beverage
choices. The site was launched with the help of the Environmental
Protection Agency and the Oceans Blue Foundation.
Visit www.bluegreenmeetings.org to get started.

InTents
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Resources

Environmental concern is no longer just for tree-huggers. Discerning clients now want their events to be as
green as possible.

energy use for the event. And capitalizing on an area’s natural features such as
trees, bushes and flowers can cut down
the need for fresh-cut blooms, which
are often shipped in from places all over
the globe.
Think creatively about the ways you
can market yourself as a green event
professional. And be sure to back up your
claims with actual practices—shrewd
clients will do their research to sort out
the honest companies from those trying to make a quick buck. With a little
knowledge and innovation, you too can
capitalize on clients’ strengthening desire
to host the greenest event.
www.intents.info
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event that can be celebrated in nature’s
best splendor. Tent rental companies
can encourage their clients to throw
environmentally friendly events by setting their event during the daytime at a
pleasant time of year. Clear-top tents in
the daylight will cut down on the need
for interior lighting (and thus energy
expended). Don’t forget that the sun’s
heat means clear tops work best for areas
with some natural shade, unless it is fairly
cool outside.
In addition, hosting the event during a mild time of year means that the
event is less likely to need heating or air
conditioning, cutting back even more on

InTents

across the U.S. She said beach
cleanups are particularly popular event activities, along with
volunteering at charities.
PRA sales manager Stacey Storer told the Business
Journal that people like the
idea of going green. “With
global warming, people like
when you can show them
an event or activity that is
helping, and not hurting,
the environment.”
Going completely
green may be difficult—
after all, people will still
have to travel to your
event, causing some form
of air pollution. “Going
a little bit green is better
than not all, because every
thoughtful action helps our
environment,” said Maria
McBride, wedding style director
at Brides magazine. “Celebrating
your wedding with global awareness is a satisfying way to begin a life
of commitment together and important way to guide the marketplace to
provide even more environmentally
correct business practices,” McBride
told the AP.
It’s easy to understand why everyone’s clamoring to be deemed the greenest event host. But how exactly does
it work? These days, it’s easier than it
sounds. More and more caterers are offering organic, pesticide-free foods—and
many will use locally sourced goods.
Anything washable and reusable cuts
down on landfill waste, so party rental
companies have a clear advantage.
Dedicated brides may even go so far as
to choose potted plants over cut flowers, useful favors (such as tulip bulbs)
over anything that can end up on the
trash heap, and a wedding dress that can
be worn again. Planners that can help
put brides in touch with eco-savvy vendors will have a hold on the environmental market.
Tents are a great option for discerning
clients, offering a potentially low-energy
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Photo courtesy of Key Manufacturing.

Good protection

Barrels placed over the sites of stakes can prevent guests from tripping and falling over unmarked webbing,
and they keep sharp stake corners covered.

The best-laid plans
Managing risk in the tent rental industry is difficult, but not impossible.

E

By Jessica Sellers

Even in the face of external forces outside your control, managing risk appropriately is not
an impossible task. Risk management is a process that all reputable event companies take
seriously. “Experience can tell you what the risks are,” says Tom Simpson, vice president
of American Tent & Awning, Indianapolis, Ind. “It is up to the tent renter to advise the
client accordingly.”

InTents
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Chris Rogers of Aon Risk Services Inc. is a risk management consultant who works
with tent rental companies as vendors for events that he coordinates. Rogers has used
tents at the Super Bowl, the NFL Experience event and corporate parties. Rogers
looks at the tent industry from a sponsor’s point of view. “I want to see that the tent
company has provided certificates of insurance, that the tents are properly staked,
that they are not going to present trip-and-fall events and that the materials meet all
federal requirements for flammability,” Rogers says. “We use references from their last
three jobs so we can look at quality as well as price.”
A key component of Rogers’ advice: “Make sure you don’t create hazards that didn’t
exist before.” This advice applies both to setup and during the event. “Keep stakes
out of areas with heavy pedestrian traffic; tie colored ribbons at eye level to the rope
staking,” he advises. “Cover the sharp corners of tent stakes to prevent hazards. Make
sure there are no gas lines or pipelines of any kind, or electrical cabling, and make sure
you don’t puncture anything underground.”
Training is a crucial way to ensure risks are better managed. John Costa of B.C. Tent &
Awning Co. Inc. in Avon, Mass., holds three to four days of training for new employees.
This includes visual inspections of proper safety and handling, setting up a tent, and
appropriate lifting techniques.

Insurance protects the company, its employees and the client. Every employer
needs workers’ insurance. It’s also crucial
to find an insurance broker who understands that the rental business is unique:
Last-minute events do happen, and rental
companies may need to produce proof of
insurance and verify site plans quickly.
Rogers carefully chooses which companies to recommend for an event and considers their insurance companies when
doing so. “Some insurance companies
are not that reputable,” he says, “so the
vendor has to be with a certain level of
company before the event planner will
even accept them.” To determine the
insurance company’s level, Aon Risk Services examines its financial capabilities.
“We don’t want to be in the position of
recommending a company that might not
be able to meet the financial levels that
they are saying they can,” Rogers says. “So
there are ratings—A, AA, AAA—that
help show if you should trust them.”

Anticipating risks
Simpson got his start in the tent industry
27 years ago. “One of the old-timers told
me that as soon as you put a tent in the
air, it becomes a living thing that responds to its environment, and you have
to think about how it will respond,” he
says. “You have to know the limitations
of the tent, and watch and follow those
at all times. It’s up to the tent renter to
advise the client what are and aren’t good
conditions to put up a tent.”
Before even accepting a job, Simpson’s
crew always does a site inspection, looking for overhead electrical lines; underground lines including electrical, water
and steam; wind loads; and building
proximity. Wind is a particularly serious
concern. “If you’re close to a building,
the wind changes because the wind shear
comes straight down after hitting a building. If you are on the lee side, then you
can be protected from the wind and never
even get a breeze. If you’re in a downtown
area, you have to look at what the wind
is doing there,” Simpson says. “The site
inspection helps us determine if the lo-
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QuickTips
cation is good or if it should be moved.”
Other concerns include potential snow
loads and, for staking purposes, soil quality and condition.
Knowing the site can also help you
determine what kind of equipment to
provide. “We do site inspections previous
to accepting new accounts,” Costa says.
“We don’t know what equipment we
want to offer until we see the site.”

Association resources
Get involved in industry associations to stay on top of new codes and regulations.
Tent Rental Division of IFAI
www.tentexperts.org

International Code Council
www.iccsafe.org

American Natl. Standards Institute
www.ansi.org

National Fire Protection Association
www.nfpa.org

ASTM International Standards
www.astm.org

When weather strikes

• Turf
All Styles and Colors available

• Carpet Runners
Red & White, Any Width & Length

• Marine Carpet
UV Stabilized for Outdoor Use

• Tradeshow Carpet
Aisle & Booth Carpet

• Custom Rugs & Logos
• Nationwide
Distribution
• Easy Payment
Options
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It’s important to know your options in
case of unexpected bad weather. “One
time after we’d set up a tent using steel
stakes, a storm blew in with an unusual
amount of rain,” Simpson recalls. “It was
more water than the soil could hold—it
turned liquid. Wind followed that, and
when you have that kind of combination, steel is not going to stay in, and
the stakes slipped out of the ground.
We came back and put in old-fashioned
wood stakes, and those held. They didn’t
want to come out five days later, but
they held, no one was hurt and we had
everything set to go for the event the
next day. We had to work all night, but
it was ready.”
Sometimes there isn’t anything you
can do when bad weather strikes. “A
number of years ago we used canvas as
well as other materials, and we put up a
canvas tent: 60 by 180 feet that used 24foot center poles,” Simpson says. “We got
broadsided by a tornado. Afterward, every
line and pole was taut, but not a stitch of
canvas was left. It looked like Spanish
moss hanging off those ropes up there.”
It’s important to have up-to-date weather
forecasts for all your event locations.

The bottom line

August ▲ September 2007

“The key to any tent is anchoring it
properly,” Simpson advises. “Don’t take
any shortcuts—ever. The safety of your
clientele and your crews is paramount.
We are in the business of making memories for our clients, and we want to make
them good.”
Costa agrees: “If we don’t think a particular job is going to be safe for our crew,
then it won’t be safe for the client, and
we don’t do the job.”
www.intents.info
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Showcase

Christian Party Rental sets up well over
60 tents for as many as 20,000 spectators
during the Nextel Cup Series events at the
New Hampshire International Speedway.

GOLD-MEDAL

service

Annual sporting events provide an opportunity for rental companies to prove their service standards, again and again.

N
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At the races
Christian Party Rental
Nascar’s Nextel Cup Series events in New Hampshire draw more than 120,000 spectators, 20,000 of whom use tents provided by Christian Party Rental. Last year, as the July
and September races drew near, traffic from vendors, drivers and race officials made
installation difficult, but the team at Christian Party Rental already had a plan. Brian
Gould, who oversaw the installations, knew that timing was crucial.
“All the tents we set up are on a courtyard outside of the track,” Gould says. “The
setup is easy until we get close to the race, because later in the week we start getting all
the vendors coming in, and it makes it difficult to get around. We try to get in there as
early as possible and finish up as soon as we can.” The total installation time is about
a week and a half. Later in the schedule, Gould brings in smaller trucks to maneuver
among the traffic. Tear-down is always much easier; it usually lasts around four days.
Racing season at the track corresponds with hurricane season in the northeast U.S.
The racetrack is in Loudon, N.H., where rapidly changing weather conditions, including
hurricane-force winds, can change the face of a tented event. “We’ve had a few major
weather issues,” Gould says. “The September race was during hurricane season—and
tents didn’t fall down, but a lot of issues came up with water on the tents and flooding
underneath them.”
Gould recalls that he once
had to hurry to the racetrack
after a bad storm on a Friday
to make readjustments to
all the tents before the Saturday race traffic hit. “We just
tightened everything down,”
he says. “The wind had been
Racing season for the Nextel Cup coincides with hurricane season on very bad. Weather is the
the east coast, so Christian Party Rental has dealt with everything from biggest issue we have [at
gusting winds to flooding rains.
this event].”

By Jake Kulju

Christian Party Rental relies on supplies for the Nextel Cup event from
several different companies. All in all,
the team sets up well over 60 tents ranging from small 20-by-20-foot vendor
tents to massive 100-by-330-foot tents.
The larger pole tents came from Aztec
Tents in Torrance, Calif. Anchor Industries in Evansville, Ind., provided the
additional pole tents and frame tents,
and Eureka! in Binghamton, N.Y., supplied the smaller tents. Christian Party
Rental provided lighting from its own
inventory in the form of 400-watt bulbs
hung from centerpoles in the larger
tents, and the team used Bil-Jax staging
inside the tents.
Christian Party Rental signed on to
this sporting event when new ownership
reorganized the way it did business. The
company got its name in the door at the
right time and has been installing tents
at the racetrack for more than 15 years.
“Our customer service has kept us in
business,” Gould says. “We go crazy with
that—over and above. We keep guys up
[at the racetrack] the whole weekend of
the race, and they basically work for the
people that rent the tents from us. If they
need anything done, we do it.”
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Showcase
Tenting the tournament
Mahaffey Fabric Structures

Photos courtesy of Mahaffey Fabric Structures.

George Smith of Mahaffey Fabric Structures in Memphis, Tenn., spends one week each
year in upstate New York. But he isn’t there for his health. His company provides tents
and fabric structures for a stop on the LPGA tour each year at Locust Hill Country
Club in Rochester. In business since 1924, Mahaffey Fabric Structures was a natural
choice for the event coordinators, who were eager to take the LPGA tournament to
another level after a management change. A crucial part of this new direction was to
build a relationship with a reliable tent company.
Setting up tents for a professional golf tournament has the potential to pose serious
challenges, as companies work around difficult schedules. Golf course officials have

Pre-game plan
Sporting events pose unique challenges
for tent installers. High pedestrian traffic,
hard-to-access areas and tight schedules
are all factors that contribute to stressful
installations. Before heading to the site,
consider the following.
Are there specific times you are allowed to be onsite? Heavily used sporting
areas such as golf courses rarely stop
operation for tent installations.
Is the site accessible by truck? You
may need to unload trailers at a different location than the installation site and
use smaller vehicles, or even carry your
materials to the site.
Many tent companies will keep one or
more staffers on site during the event to
handle any issues that come up, such as
maintenance, adjustments or the need to
move a tent.
Sporting events are subject to cancellation or postponement due to weather or
other unforeseeable factors. Be prepared
to be flexible.

For four years, Mahaffey Fabric Structures has provided tenting for a stop on the LPGA tour at the Locust Hill
Country Club in upstate New York.

InTents

Mahaffey sets up its tents near the corporate complex
at the center of the course, which means smaller trucks,
limited site access and some carrying of tents.

fortable with our experience,” Smith
says. “We have stood the test of time,
and they knew we would be there for
them in five or 10 years and keep growing
with them.”
www.intents.info
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strict requirements about setup times and locations, Smith says, to create the least
amount of interference with the course’s regular schedule.
This year, setup for the tournament took Smith’s crew about three weeks, with as
many as 30 people working at once. “We go in with 15—up to 30—crew members,
then scale it way back,” he says. “They don’t let us just have at it. They give us specific
times that we can be in certain areas.”
The planning of the tournament at Locust Hill required Mahaffey to create tented
areas around the club’s corporate complex, which is located in the middle of the golf
course. Smith and his crew faced the unique challenge of having limited access to the
setup area, and the area’s location in the middle of the course meant that only smaller
vehicles were able to drive to the site. “All the access has to be with smaller vehicles
and it can be tough to get some of our larger equipment in there,” he says. “Tractor
trailers need to be unloaded at a different location, then the tents need to be shuffled
to the center of the course.”
Mahaffey provides the tents, flooring, liners and chandeliers for each yearly event,
but works with several other companies for additional elements. The clearspans and
insulated hard walls and glass walls come from London, and Special Event Services of
Memphis provides temperature control. According to Smith, Special Event Services
has been working the tournament for several years and provided the lead for the job
to Mahaffey.
When event coordinators were faced with a decision, they went with a company
that had years of practice to back it up. “They picked us because they were com-
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Showcase
Photos courtesy of Skyway Event Services.

The annual Children’s Home Society Polo Classic is a popular fundraiser that
capitalizes on sales of tented VIP areas provided by Skyway Event Services.
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Kiddie polo
Skyway Event Services
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Each year, the Children’s Home Society holds one of its most
popular fundraisers, the Polo Classic. The event is one of
the society’s longest running fundraisers and has collected
more than $2 million in its 18-year history. For the fundraiser
in 2006, Skyway Event Services of Minneapolis, Minn., provided tents, including a clearspan structure and 46 10-by-10foot tents, along with stages, tables and seating areas with
picket fencing.
Attendees could reserve some of the tents provided by Skyway as a way of generating funding for the Children’s Home
Society, says Skyway’s Dawn Westermann. Donors could choose
from an array of VIP tents, the Skybox bleachers for 45 people
or the unique Skyway VIP bleachers complete with umbrella
tables and a bar.
Setup for the event took a crew of 12 a day and a half, with
one full day to tear down. Skyway also provided customer service and maintenance staffing at the event. After the event in
2006, Westermann says the company thought about charging
an on-site maintenance fee, which would enable Skyway to
provide more maintenance staff capable of handling adjustments and on-site service during the fundraiser.
Skyway has been tenting the Polo Classic for several years.
“We acquired a bunch of high-peak tents of the 10-by-10-foot
variety specifically for this event,” Westermann says. “They’ve
always been happy with the setup and have invited us to come
back again next year.” The 18th Annual Polo Classic is set

Skyway Event Services provides several dozen tents along with stages, tables
and some seating areas with picket fencing. The company also provides on-site
maintenance and support services during the event.

for early August 2007, and Skyway will be there to ensure the
Children’s Home Society only has to worry about bringing in
more dollars for kids.
Jake Kulju is a St. Paul, Minn.-based freelance writer.

CONTACTS
Christian Party Rental
www.intents.com

Mahaffey Fabric Structures
www.fabricstructures.com
Skyway Event Services
www.skywayevents.com
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TENTS FOR RENT,

WEBSTER, MA

What others may see as an obstacle, we see as an opportunity.
Challenge us and watch us shine... from developing a backyard canopy time-trial tested to set up in under 15 minutes, to inventing a tension tent
certiﬁed to withstand 70 mph winds, we ensure your special event will be a success. We don’t stop there... we support our independent sales agents
and authorized dealers with online ordering, sales-building promotions, or simply being there after hours to track that “gotta be there” shipment.
In the tent rental business — where our products’ ﬁnal destinations are as diverse as the special events they cover — the word “special” has many
meanings. From wedding rehearsals and retirement parties, to ethnic festivals, country fairs and backyard birthday parties, we recognize, and actively seek
out and address all the elements that make an event a success. Eureka! remains the leading supplier of outdoor tents and canopies for the rental industry.

...100 years, and still going strong!

800.235.2607 • www.eurekapartytents.com
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Photo courtesy of McVey Tent & Expo.

Styling the

perfect small event

McVey Tent & Expo donates this VIP tent for the annual Walleye Weekend, a community celebration in Fond du Lac, Wis. The tent and its accessories help drive publicity
for the rental company and have brought in new business.

Choosing the right tent and accessories
can make or break small events.
By Sonja Hegman
August ▲ September 2007

Choosing a tent
Knowing your space requirements is crucial and prevents an event from feeling either
too sparse or too cluttered. If the event is relatively small, don’t use an oversized tent.
“If the tent is too big for the amount of people or tables inside, it will look too empty
and open, which tends to give it a cold and impersonal feel,” says April Stewart, tent
manager at Mardi Gras Rentals in Vaudreuil-Dorion, Quebec, Canada.
Generally, between 25 and 32 people will fit in a 20-by-20-foot tent, and 48 guests
would feel comfortable in a 20-by-30-foot tent. Stewart says that for 96 people or so,
she likes to use a 35-by-40-foot hex tent with two 10-by-20-foot tents attached, or she
might attach a 20-by-20-foot tent for a bit more space and flexibility with seating.
Stewart suggests arranging the head table, bar section and dance floor so they are
spaced for movement. “Do not put the cake table next to the bar,” Stewart advises.
This helps prevent a cluttered look inside the tent.

InTents
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Most everyone would love to have an elaborate, large-scale event, but not all events
(or budgets) fit this bill. Sometimes, small events require that big-event feel. For
smaller events, it’s important to provide the right tent layout dressed with the right
accessories to help build a unique and upscale atmosphere.
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Photo courtesy of McVey Tent & Expo.

McVey Tent & Expo recently introduced these sconces, which are popular with brides, to help dress up the
inside of smaller tents.
Photo by Juliana Wallace, IFAI.

Fresh, trendy colors and textures can boost a small event’s upscale appeal. This coordinated setup was found
at the Event Rentals Unlimited showroom in Atlanta.

Sarah Larsen, event coordinator for Rentalex in Kalamazoo,
Mich., specializes in smaller events. The company’s largest tent
is 40 by 80 feet, but Larsen says every small event receives as
much attention as a larger event would.
Larsen’s company provides packages for its customers that
include tables and chairs, all for a set price. She says it’s often
easier for a customer to work with a pre-determined layout than

0807IT_28_45.indd
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Accessorizing is a useful way to create an event atmosphere that
feels much more elaborate than its budget may allow. Without
accessories, a tent can look blank and empty.

August ▲ September 2007

Sorting out the basics

to start from scratch without a clue about where to begin.
“It’s easier for the customer to come in and see something set
up,” she says, “especially with first-time clients.” Seeing a tent
already up with tables and chairs underneath can help clients
understand exactly what they’re getting for their money.
Rentalex cuts costs for its clients by carrying accessories in its
own stock. Customers rarely rent staging and flooring, Larsen
says. Instead of bringing in a stage for a band, Larsen suggests
that her clients use a sub-floor with carpeting on top to save
money for smaller budgets.
Flooring options simply depend on the customer’s needs,
McVey says. Flooring has many benefits, but she points out that
the cost and the noise it causes can discourage some clients who
are planning smaller functions.

InTents

Karen McVey, owner of McVey Tent & Expo in Appleton,
Wis., says that cutting the number of people for an event is a
big cost-saver. Choosing a more basic layout can also help keep
costs to a minimum. Her company once did a wedding for a
Seattle bride that had just 17 guests. Because it was such a small
group, the bride was able to include all the bells and whistles
that a large wedding could have had. McVey used a 20-by-40foot tent that was set up for easy interaction between guests.
The event had a square table for dining with a fountain in the
center, and the tent also had room for a band stage.

www.intents.info
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Styling the perfect small event
Photo courtesy of McVey Tent & Expo.

Tents in lush, green settings don’t need as much dressing up from details like cut florals, which can take a
sizeable chunk out of smaller budgets.

InTents
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Photo courtesy of Rentalex.
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A bed and breakfast hosted this wedding for 125 on its naturally beautiful property. The bride chose a more
upscale layout with the ceremony in a nearby garden; the caterers were housed in a separate, smaller tent.

Stewart says popular classics include
chair covers, white lights, tulle draping,
Chiavari chairs, and Martha Stewartstyle white folding chairs with organza
overlays. Aside from the traditional options, clients may choose an endless array
of decorating accessories based on their
personal styles.

To meet limited budgets, Stewart says
she always tries to consider alternative
options for accessories. Soft lighting,
such as small, white holiday lights, can
give a tent a cozy, elegant feel. Halogen
lighting with a dimmer switch is excellent for setting the mood, since it can be
made brighter while guests dine and later

reduced to a softer evening light. Both of
these options are good choices over more
expensive chandeliers.
Chuck Hinson, co-owner of H & M
Tent & Party Rental in Walton County,
Fla., likes to use Japanese lanterns, crystal
chandeliers and bistro lights when an
event’s budget is not restrictive. Bistro
lights are larger than Christmas lights,
but are smaller than a regular-sized light
bulb. The only drawback to this kind of
light is that if the bulbs are touched, they
break, Hinson says.
Using fabric to dress the inside of the
tent can really soften the look of the tent
and create a more upscale atmosphere.
Tent liners are a common fabric option,
but they can be fairly expensive for clients with small budgets. Hinson says his
company recently donated a tent liner
for an event at a charter school to help
give the tent a much more elegant feel.
Larsen says her company does not
generally use tent liners. Her company’s
events are usually small, so Larsen cuts
out the liner cost by using regular fabrics
or tulle to soften the tent. This cheaper
option can help hide the tent’s frame and
create a more intimate look without the
cost of a liner.
Stewart also uses fabric as a key component for all kinds of events. Pole drapes
can be an effective and inexpensive way
to soften the tent’s edges by hiding unsightly aluminum corner poles.
Non-tent-related details, such as flowers, can really bring costs up for an event.
To keep these costs down for her clients,
Stewart suggests renting or buying large
green plants or trees to fill in the gaps.
Hinson adds, “Don’t go overboard on
flowers.” He says it’s best to let the natural
vegetation be the floral arrangement. For
beautiful outdoor venues, a site survey
done early on in the process can help you
decide where to place the tent to maximize the area’s natural surroundings.
Consistency is key for any set of accessories, Stewart advises. “Keeping everything along the same theme helps keep
the look pulled together,” she says. Too
many colors or styles will create an incoherent and unprofessional setting.
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Photo courtesy of Rentalex.

Styling the perfect small event
but once the look is all set up, the bride
doesn’t like it. Tall centerpieces are a
perfect example of this. One of McVey’s
brides said she wanted to add height at
her wedding with tall floral centerpieces,
but the guests eventually just took the
vases off the tables so they could talk
with one another.
Small events can be a challenge to
provide for, but they are the perfect out-

let for unique and intimate gatherings. A
tent is a fantastic, customizable starting
point for any bride or host. Helping your
client choose the right layout and accessories can make the difference between
a standard tented event and something
really phenomenal.
Sonja Hegman is a New York-based
freelance writer.

A tent made this backyard wedding for 80 guests
seem instantly more elegant.

Staying trendy

InTents

Beach weddings are a popular choice in
Florida, where Hinson works. In the past,
couples used to choose mostly white accessories—this was the trend in the 1990s
and early 2000s, Hinson says. “But now
we add a little spunk to it.” Fresh colors
are an easy way to boost the trendiness
of any event.
Hinson turns to France and Italy for
up-and-coming looks to stay ahead of the
fashion curve. He says women’s magazines are also useful for keeping up with
trends. “Everyone wants something different,” Hinson says. “The trend depends
on the magazines.” Chocolate brown with
a lighter color is still fashionable, Hinson
says. Larsen agrees, and says other colors
like apple green have also become popular. She’s even seen apples used in floral
arrangements to complement the theme.
One tent option that is currently in
high demand is a clear top that allows
guests to look up at the stars. But, Hinson
warns, clear vinyl can get a film on it in
humid climates like Florida’s. The tent
then has to be hand-washed and dried,
which can take six hours. Clear tops are
also not recommended for hot days in
areas with little shade, as the tent will
effectively become a greenhouse. And
in cold weather, clear vinyl is more susceptible to cracking.
Sometimes a bride will see something
she likes in a magazine, McVey says,

August ▲ September 2007
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comfort

Learn the principles of tent heating and cooling to deliver more comfortable events for your clients.

By Tom Markel

T

The event business never gets any easier, and heating or cooling
our temporary structures and tents is no different. The standards
and codes for heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC)
are primarily developed by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating & Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) for
permanent structures such as houses, commercial buildings,
arenas and more. For these permanent structures, values have
been assigned for the type of construction and associated heat
gains and losses for ceilings, walls, floors, windows and doors.
These values are then used in a heat loss/gain formula to calculate the required HVAC. However, there are no values set for
membrane structures, so applying the same formulas to tents is
difficult at best.

Temperature differences

InTents
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The first factor in designing environments with appropriate
temperatures is known as Delta T. Simply put, this is the difference between the outside average temperature and what’s
desired for the inside. For example, if the outdoor average low
temperature is 0 degrees Fahrenheit, and the desired inside
temperature is 70 degrees, then the Delta T is 70. ASHRAE
assigns lowest and highest outside temperatures for different

32

parts of the country for permanent structures. But we need to
design for the event date, so these values will be of little help
in the fall and spring. A local National Weather Service office,
the Convention & Visitors’ Bureau, or weather Web sites are
good resources for finding the average outside high and low
temperature at the time of year the event will be held. The
inside is easier: Simply find out what temperature the client
wants to maintain.
Your HVAC equipment also has a Delta T. A propane heater
cannot have any touchable surfaces exceeding 185 degrees.
Heaters are tested at 77 degrees for seven hours to make sure
this code is met. This limits the temperature rise, in the case of
a heater, to about 100 to 120 degrees. So if your heater is outside
(as it should be) sucking in zero-degree air, the best you would
get is 100 to 120-degree air mixing with the air already inside
the tent, bringing the inside temperature down. But if your
heating (or cooling) equipment recirculates already conditioned
air, you will need less HVAC. If we use the same example, recirculating 50-degree air inside would essentially allow the exit
air of the heater to rise to 150 to 170 degrees.
It is important to note that not all propane or liquid-fuelfired heaters are designed for (or capable of) air recirculation.

OUTSIDE TO
INSIDE TEMPERATURE

AIR CHANGES PER HOUR – BTU HEAT / COOL PER SQ FT

DELTA T (F)

2–4 (0–5MPH)

4–5 (10–15MPH)

10–12 (20–25MPH)

16–20 (30–35MPH)

0–10

50 / 65

110 / 110

475 / 325

2100 / NP

11–20

65 / 75

120 / 115

500 / 350

2200 / NP

21–30

80 / 95

140 / 120

550 / NP

2300 / NP

31–40

90 / 100

160 / 125

600 / NP

2400 / NP

41–50

130 / 125

170 / 130

675 / NP

NP / NP

51–60

155 / 135

175 / 135

700 / NP

NP / NP

61–70

175 / 170

200 / 150

NP / NP

NP / NP

71–80

250 / 200

400 / 300

NP / NP

NP / NP

NP: Not practical—the amount of cubic feet/minute would be too high for occupancy, or not enough cubic feet/minute could overcome
the amount of both air movement and infiltration to be practical.
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Photo courtesy of American Event Services.

Each of these temperature control units from American Event Services provides 25 tons of cooling and 72kW of electric resistive heat. A digital thermostat mounted
inside the tent allows for quick temperature adjustment.

Many are direct-fired and blow the products of combustion in
with the hot air. Check with the equipment’s manufacturer
or the installation instructions for the equipment to see if air
recirculation is a possibility.

Resistance and infiltration
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The next major factor in temperature control is the R factor. This
refers to the thermal resistance of the material or, in the case of a
permanent structure, the complete construction package. When
you buy insulation, you might find a label denoting R-13, R-24
or something similar, which indicates the material’s thermal resistance. The higher the number, the higher the insulating value.
Unfortunately for tents, the R factor for vinyl is not defined and
is probably less than R-1. This means that the heating or cooling
within the tent will be readily lost to the environment, which
increases the amount of heating or cooling required.
Just when you think the R factor is against us, you’ll find that
the next factor—infiltration—is even worse. In a permanent
structure, the infiltration, or air change, varies depending on
the construction and use of the building. Section 29 of the
ASHRAE Handbook contains formulas for computing infiltra-

tion. If you have a 2,500-square-foot older house with 8-foot
ceilings, or a cubic volume of 20,000 cubic feet, and the effect
of 15 mph winds, you will see a complete air change (infiltration) once every hour, like leaving the front door open. Newer
homes had about one-half an air change per hour, and the newest homes only had about one-quarter air change per hour (like
leaving a double-hung window wide open). When a tent has an
8-by-10-foot entry opening, this causes an air change around
four to five times per hour, and this doesn’t include the tent’s
other openings in the top and sides. There are around four to
five more air changes at 25 mph winds and another four to five
at 35 mph. Remember, too, this is assuming there is only one
entrance; codes will require at least two.
Let’s compare an older, 2,500-square-foot house (20,000
cubic feet) to a 40-by-40-foot frame tent (1,600 square feet or
around 18,000 cubic feet). The house (with one air change per
hour) would require between 35 and 50 BTU per square foot
for heating, if the Delta T in winter is 85. In the summer, with
a Delta T of 20, the same house would require 125,000 BTU
per hour or 6 tons of air conditioning (1 ton of air conditioning
equals 12,000 BTU per hour).
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Cool comfort

Photo courtesy of Aztec Tents.

Devices that keep a tent’s sides buttoned down, such
as this wall tension pipe, can help maximize the
efficiency of any heating or cooling system.

August ▲ September 2007

The tent, on the other hand, would
require around four to five times the
HVAC of the house. For the whole tent,
this would mean around 500,000 BTU
per hour for a winter day in Buffalo, N.Y.,
or around 25 tons of air conditioning in
the summer—and that’s with doors in
the tent. Leave one or two 8-by-10-foot
openings, and you won’t be able to blast
enough heat or cooling into the tent
without driving everyone out with the
powerful air movement from the HVAC
equipment.
Delta T, R factor and infiltration are
all used in a complex heat loss/gain formula to calculate the required HVAC for
the structure. The chart on the previous
page gives the results of this formula
for different temperatures in a 1,600square-foot tent. It is by no means definitive but rather provides a useful starting
guide. Note that the values assume a tent
with doors; they can be used for any size
tent starting from 20 by 20 feet. The air
change values vary based on the type of
tent and how well the sides are sealed.
The wind speed given in the table is
indicative of the effect on air changes
and is not necessarily the air change
caused by that wind speed. More open-

Maximizing HVAC
Tightening up the tent to reduce infiltration proves to be the best method for
reducing the amount of HVAC required.
Keder or hard sides and doors are the first
step. Next would be sealing up valances
or placing foam to plug the gaps between
the tension bars and perimeter beams.
Liners also cut the cubic volume down
and increase the R factor (maybe even to
R-1), which decreases heat gain or loss.
Raised floors will also help, as will sealing
the floor with carpeting and sealing the
sides to the floor to prevent infiltration.
To optimize the effectiveness of the
HVAC system, it should be properly
designed. ASHRAE standards state that
if cooling is the primary mode of temperature control, then the outlet vents
should be raised off the floor and return
air (if any) should also be high off the
floor. This arrangement allows the cold
air entering the room to sink to the floor,
and as it does, it mixes with the hotter

Quick facts
One ton of air conditioning equals 12,000 BTU per hour.
One person adds 350 BTU per hour of heat.
One watt of lighting adds 3.5 BTU per hour of heat.

InTents
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ings along with the location of openings compared to wind direction could
increase air changes even at lower wind
speeds. When calculating your required
heating or cooling, be sure to increase
or decrease the infiltration per hour to
account for how well you’ve sealed the
tent and the number of openings.
People and lighting add heat to a space,
and these factors need to be accounted
for, especially when designing an air conditioning system. The average person
adds around 350 BTU per hour of heat
to a space. So, 100 guests will add 35,000
BTU of heating to the tent. Similarly,
each watt of lighting adds 3.5 BTU per
hour; 2,000 watts of lighting adds 7,000
BTU per hour to a tented space. When
you calculate the required air conditioning using the chart above, be sure to factor in the effect of people and lighting to
get an accurate total requirement.
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Cool comfort
air rising to the top of the room. This reduces what is called stratification, where
the air forms layers, with the hottest on
the top and coldest on the bottom. The
reverse is true for heating. The vents
should be low, blowing the hot air across
the floor. The air will rise and mix with
the cold air sinking toward the floor.
Likewise, the air return (if any) should
be low, near or in the floor. Using a diffuser with your propane heater helps
spread the air across the floor, making
the heater more effective.
There are many different types of
equipment available aside from propane
heaters and air conditioning units, such
as radiant end electrical heaters, desiccant moisture-removing and evaporative
(swap) coolers. These different systems
take more knowledge to use and, in
most cases, have limited applications in
our business.
Having some basic propane heaters can certainly extend your season so
that it starts in mid-spring and ends in

mid-autumn. With more knowledge
and experience, tenting in the winter
can be added to the list of services you
offer. Finally, starting with some smaller
air conditioning units (one, two or five
tons) for summer applications can add to
your bottom line.
Have a conversation with your customers to let them know what it will cost
and what they can realistically expect
from the HVAC you are going to install.
A 95-degree day in mid-May in Buffalo
(or a 20-degree day in Miami in February) is unlikely but possible, so you need
to inform the client what the parameters
are for wind, outside temperature, cost
of sealing the tent, etc. Spelling these
out in the contract never hurts, either.
Knowing the basics of heating and cooling will help you sell your client the most
comfortable option available for a crowdpleasing event.
Tom Markel is the owner of Bravo Events
Expos Displays in Buffalo, N.Y.

weddings
are your tents good for?

How many

Choose a fabric that stands up physically and visually!

Translucent and Opaque
Materials Available
Acrylic top coated, Both sides

structure
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Highest Quality European Standards
- Top Finishes
Acrylic Lacquer StandardMehler has over 25 years experience
PVDF Lacquer- easily weldable
Available in- 61 inch, 98 inch,
and Custom Widths
(Subject to Minimum Requirements)
Properties available in both Metric and
U.S. Units with A.S.T.M Tests
Warranties available 5-10 years

tent
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If you want the best looking
and performing material for
a wedding tent, then call us
at 877-226-2833 to experience
the quality that comes from a
consistently superior fabric

Type I, II, III, IV, and V available
in translucent and opaque
PVDF lacquered, Both sides

MEHLER TEXNOLOGIES, INC.
220-B Cabell Street, Martinsville, VA 24112
Tel: 877/226-2833 Fax: 276/638-1472
E-mail: rstepien6@aol.com

www.mehler-texnologies.com
www.intents.info
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Hail to the
crew
chief
Crew chiefs do more than just make sure a tent is installed
correctly—they’re the employees you can’t afford to lose.
By Holly O’Dell

A

InTents
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Anyone running a business these days will tell you that good
help is hard to find. Owners of tent rental companies regularly
face this conundrum in hiring and keeping high-quality workers, particularly when it comes to crew chiefs. After all, the role
of crew chief is considered one of the most integral—yet often
the toughest—in the tent rental business.
“You expect them to deal with the fire marshal and safety
codes, keep the crew safe, drive the $50,000 company truck to
and from the site safely, and stand there during the event in the
pouring rain. It’s a really tough job,” says Kevin McBride, owner
of P.J. McBride Inc. in West Babylon, N.Y. “You do not need
owners, administrative staff, sales and accounting unless they
have crew chiefs who are willing to do the work. Without them,
tents don’t go up. Crew chiefs are some of the most important
people in the company.”
Like McBride, many owners and managers in the tent rental
industry understand the value of crew chiefs. Here, they discuss
the role that crew chiefs play, common challenges they face in
the field and—perhaps most critical—how owners recruit and
retain these leaders in a budget-conscious, competitive market.
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Defining the crew chief’s role
As the person overseeing a tent installation, the crew chief
shoulders much of the responsibility on a job site. Crew chiefs
need to be prepared for a job before they even head out the
door, says Dan Chase, co-owner of Chase Canopy in MattaTop left: Rich Bergeron, a crew chief for L & A Tent Rentals, installs cross cables
on a keder frame tent. Bottom left: Bergeron and fellow crew chief Steve Campbell
assemble a frame structure.
Photos courtesy of L & A Tent Rentals (3)
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Crew chief Steve Campbell pulls the top of a tent. For this particular job, L & A Tent Rentals used a team of all crew chiefs to install the tent.
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Because they work with crews on a daily basis, crew chiefs
act as liaisons between the site and the front office, says Bob
Binns, operations manager for A Rental Connection in Canoga
Park, Calif. “Crew chiefs need to communicate any new issues
or information to us that has passed from the client, whether
that be a change in delivery or pickup time or change in location layout,” he says.
Similarly, managers and owners depend on crew chiefs to
communicate concerns they have with the crew. “Another
crew chief responsibility is to report back to us about how
an employee is doing as far as training, treatment of property—both the customer’s and rental—and efficiency,” Binns
says. “They don’t directly write up employees, but when we’re
giving reviews, we talk to the crew chief about how that person
is performing.” If a crew chief says that a person works hard,
that worker will be rewarded with higher pay, more available work or other incentives, such as sweatshirts or jackets,
Binns adds.
Perhaps the crew chief’s most important task on a job site is
to interface with the customer. “They are ambassadors for our
company and play an important role in maintaining the working relationships we hold within our industry,” says Peter Cook,

InTents

poisett, Mass. “Before they leave the shop they have to make
sure the truck is loaded properly with everything they need. I
don’t want tent poles flying down the highway,” he says. “They
need to ensure crews are dressed properly and have everything
with them, including their lunches. They need a map or written
directions so they know where they’re going.”
Another important aspect of the crew chief’s job is understanding the site. This often entails a site visit and assessment
from the crew chief or another member of the tent rental
company before the job starts. At Chase Canopy, if a crew
chief does not visit a site beforehand, he is still equipped with
the proper information. “Many times we’ll include a photo of
the site with the delivery ticket,” Chase says. “You save a lot of
headaches down the road.”
Crew chiefs are also responsible for worker safety. That means
making sure they train their staff and that their crew is wearing
the proper gear, including hard hats, gloves and eye and ear protection. “If someone gets hurt, I’m not going back to the installer.
I’m getting the crew chief in my office,” says Brian Richardson,
president of L & A Tents in Hamilton, N.J. “I’m asking why the
worker was climbing on top of a tent [when he wasn’t supposed
to] or why he was wearing sneakers instead of steel-toed boots.”
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Photos courtesy of A Rental Connection.
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Crew members for A Rental Connection install two 40-by-100-foot tents. Operations manager Bob Binns
depends on crew chiefs to report work habits in the field back to the main office.

general manager of L.H. Woodhouse &
Co. Ltd. in Nottingham, England.
“I expect our crew chiefs to have
great customer relations,” Richardson agrees. “The client is making all
sorts of last-minute changes and additions. They have to interpret what the
client wants.”

Overcoming challenges
With such responsibility comes a number
of challenges. For starters, all the aforementioned tasks must be performed on
time and under budget. “The problem
we run into with ineffective leadership
is cost overrun,” McBride says. “I’ve had
people who were spectacular from a skill

standpoint but could not effectively get
the crew going in the right direction. In
those situations, the cost overruns get
out of control.”
“Crew chiefs have to be able to adapt
quickly by keeping the client happy and
watching the profit line at the same
time,” Richardson adds. “Not only do
they have to answer to clients, but they
have to answer to me.”
Language barriers can potentially create problems, but established companies
have found ways to communicate with
a non-English-speaking labor pool. For
example, P.J. McBride prints its work orders in both English and Spanish. “Crew
chiefs also carry keyword documents,”
McBride says. “We do have some who
have learned Spanish over the years, but
I don’t think it’s necessary to be a good
crew chief.”
The evolving nature of the tent industry, including enhanced safety regulations, is another challenge. Because
most crew chiefs are in charge of onthe-job training for their workers, they
need to be properly trained themselves.
Tent rental company owners make sure
that the crew chiefs receive appropriate
training by sending them to trade shows,
seminars and classes, as well as providing
a series of in-house refresher courses.
Cook has found that regular training for
his company’s foremen not only better
equips them to train their workers, but
it has become a necessity. “Health and
safety responsibilities have increased for
everyone within our industry,” he says.
“This is the biggest ongoing challenge
we face.”
Richardson sees a similar trend with
his business: “There’s a much more
safety-conscious environment than when
I started 25 years ago because of the cost
of insurance.”
The advances in tent structures
themselves also keep crew chiefs on
their toes. “I think the role of crew chief
has changed because the business has
changed,” Richardson says. “The number of products has quadrupled. We’ve
gone from simple pole tents to frames to
tensioned tents to clearspan structures.
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Hail to the crew chief
Photo courtesy of L & A Tent Rentals.

Understanding the site is an important aspect of a crew chief’s job. If the crew chief can’t visit the site in
advance, include detailed information and a photo with the delivery ticket.

Just the knowledge of all the different
product lines is crucial.”
A savvy, quick-thinking crew chief
should be able to handle most of these
challenges, but even the most experienced ones find themselves dealing with
the unexpected. Chase recounts the time
when his crew arrived at a waterfront

parking lot to install a tent, only to discover that people had moved the crew’s
ropes so they could park their vehicles
and go fishing. “We had our best-laid
plans, which did not include waiting for
cars to be towed,” Chase recalls. “These
types of situations cause havoc and force
us to work longer hours.”
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Hail to the crew chief
Let Cobra mk1,
the world’s most
powerful gas-powered stake driver, do
the work for you.

Photo courtesy of L & A Tent Rentals.

L & A Tent Rentals used an all-crew-chief staff to install this tent for the Mid-Atlantic Tent Renters Conference
at Delaware’s Dover Downs in November 2006.

Retaining good help

• No hoses or compressors
• Hits harder than a 60 lb.
air hammer

• Variety of heads available

800-760-4049
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• Weighs just 54 lbs.
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Because of the invaluable services that
crew chiefs provide, owners and managers recognize the importance of recruiting, and ultimately retaining, goodquality leaders. But the trouble is that
in today’s market, it’s not always easy
to do. McBride believes that the tent
rental industry has backed itself into a
corner. At the core of the issue, he says,
is that customers no longer appreciate
skilled labor. They will pay top dollar

for a plumber or electrician, but when
it comes to installing a tent, people
want it done for as little as possible.
As a result, the tent industry, by continually succumbing to the cheapest
bid, contributes to the problem of crew
chief retention.
“We’ve forced ourselves into a scenario
where it’s getting harder and harder to
retain people because we can’t pay them
enough. That’s a result of the necessities
of the economy,” he says. “You’ve had to

Characteristics of a great crew chief
Want to know if you have a high-quality crew chief on hand or in the making? Here
are some defining attributes.
Leadership. Able to make decisions in the field related to the customer, crew and
other vendors.
Communication skills. Clear with instructions and speaks directly to the staff and
client. Knowledgeable enough about the job site and product to answer any questions that may arise.
Dedication. Toes the company line in all instances.
Dependability. Loads the truck right, ensures the crew is properly outfitted, arrives at the job site on time, and finishes the install efficiently and on (but preferably
under) budget.
Trust of owners. Has the confidence of owners to get the job done.
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Hail to the crew chief
Drill and drive.
Dig and tamp.
The gas-powered
Cobra Combi is one
tool that does it all!

• No hoses or compressors
• Easy to transport
• Weighs just 55 lbs.
• Stake driver heads available

800-760-4049
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take long for workers to figure out if this
is the business for them. There’s a lot of
pressure to get tents installed on time. I
hire three or four drivers/crew chiefs at a
time to see if one will stick.”
Most owners and managers will agree
that crew chiefs are worth every penny,
as Binns recently experienced. A Rental
Connection and another tent rental
company were both working a large-scale
event. The client approached the staff of
the other company about the possibility of
obtaining more equipment, and they told
the client they had fulfilled their obligation
and were done. The client then spoke with
A Rental Connection’s crew chief, who
found out from the home office that the
equipment was available. The crew chief
not only provided it, but did so on time.
“There were no salespeople involved,
just our lead and the other company’s
lead,” Binns recalls. “It came down to
customer service—the fact that we were
flexible enough to do the extra work to
make the event right. And the difference
between their crew chief and ours has
led to us quoting three more jobs with
that client.”

InTents

lower your prices to make your business
run. I’ve been very fortunate. We’ve taken
the time to train new people. I know in
my heart that this company would not
exist if the crew chiefs were not here, so
we deal with the finances of it.”
A Rental Connection tries to retain
its crew chiefs, which currently number
10, through an attractive salary and benefits package. “We pay a good salary and
provide medical, dental, vision, retirement profit-sharing and paid vacations,”
Binns says. “This is labor-intensive work;
there are easier jobs out there. It’s very
important for us to retain experienced
employees and give them incentives to
stay, such as showing them loyalty by
employing them year-round, not just
during the busy time.”
L & A Tents, whose four full-time
crew chiefs include college students, uses
flex time as an incentive. “You have to
be pretty creative now to get quality
employees, and you have to pay more,”
Richardson acknowledges. “But that’s
one of the costs of doing business.”
From a recruiting standpoint, many
tent rental companies find that employee
referral and word of mouth are the best
tools. “The biggest thing with new people
is trial and error,” Binns says. “It doesn’t

Holly O’Dell is a California-based
freelance writer.
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Photo courtesy of Christian Party Rental.

Concrete barriers are an alternative when you can’t stake.
Each linear foot adds around 450 pounds of weight.

When you

can’t stake

Event professionals should think twice before agreeing to provide a tent that is not staked.
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Tent installations are increasingly becoming dependent on alternative methods for anchoring a tent. These non-staking jobs
are changing the way many companies do business. Regardless of
your reason for considering a non-staking installation, the overwhelming consideration must always be safety. The safety of the
public, the safety of your crew and the safety of your company
should be your first priority. If you don’t do things right, the public is at risk from a blown-away tent. If you don’t pay attention
to the project, your crew can get hurt installing the tent. And if
you don’t do things by the book, your company can get involved
in litigation that can shut your business down.
The continued evolution of non-staking tent installations
is influenced by several factors. Municipalities are becoming
increasingly resistant to allow tent renters to drive stakes into
public parks. Many venues are trying to get tents installed on
concrete or asphalt, where they do not want the surface punctured. Sometimes, the event designer simply does not want
ropes and stakes as a matter of aesthetics.
Before you agree to do a non-staking job, ask yourself the following questions. Do customers’ needs or requests override state
or local regulations? Do customers’ demands override your need
to stay in business? Even simply agreeing to comply with your
customer’s non-staking requirements can place your company in
danger of legal action, should any structural failure, injuries or

By Ken Keberle

damages occur. Be aware of this risk and protect your interests
contractually and legally.
Remember: Manufacturers’ recommendations are the final
word in erecting any structure. Anything you make up on-site or
in the office is a deviation from the manufacturer’s guidelines.

Structural failures
The four ways a building can fail catastrophically are by knocking down, rolling, shear failure and uplift failure. These are not
technical descriptions, but they can help you understand the
ways in which things can go very wrong. They are all the result
of wind or storms.
Knocking down occurs when a downward force from the
wind basically explodes or flattens the building. Rolling occurs
when the wind gets under the building and one side of the anchoring fails. Rolling is a greater risk for narrower tents; wider
tents are more stable.
When a tent is blown over sideways, it is referred to as shear
failure. Uplift failure occurs when the tent lifts off its anchoring and “flies away.” Uplift failure is definitely an anchoring
issue. Strangely, wider buildings are more at risk than narrower buildings, as they have a more aerodynamic side profile,
although failure is less likely to occur since wider tents are
generally heavier.
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Photos courtesy of David Caruso, Alert Rental Centre.

Understanding forces
Static load: The basic load of the building, components, hanging components
and snow load. A static load is one that accumulates and then stays put.
Dynamic load: A force exerted by a moving body on a resisting member, usually in a relatively short time interval. Dynamic loads include the wind, seismic
forces, etc.
Hold down: How much force must be exerted to keep a building from lifting
off its anchors.
Uplift: The upward force exerted by the wind on a building.
Shear force: The force that wants to move a building sideways. Generally, it is the accumulation of the wind pushing on the side of the tent
or structure.
Shear resistance: The resisting force of the structure and ground that keeps
pieces from failing parallel to it. The force that keeps a building from moving
sideways.
Coefficient of friction: A measure of how “sticky” something is. This is a
factor in determining shear resistance.
Wind load: The total force exerted on a structure by the wind. This includes the wind pushing down, lifting up, and pushing sideways on
the structure.
Shear failure may or may not be a failure of anchoring (ballast), but it can be
the first step in a catastrophic chain of
events. Shear forces can slide a base plate
out from under a ballast unit. Structural
movement can dislodge ballast units. At
this point, you would have no ballast to
count on. In some cases, the wind can
be lifting one part of the structure and
crushing another area. These are extremely complex forces to understand,
and their analysis and reporting should
be left to professionals.

Components of
non-staking jobs
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Strong winds and poor weighting caused this tent
to collapse after a sporting event. Luckily, the winds
occurred the day after the event ended, and no
one was hurt. Unluckily, the minimal insurance
payout covered only $9,000 of nearly $65,000 in
damaged materials.
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The components of a non-staking installation are the mass you are using to
anchor the structure and the connections to that mass. The final piece of this
puzzle is the approved information to
guide you in the appropriate selection of
these components.
The ballast or mass is where this whole
process begins. Based on the manufacturer’s or engineer’s recommendations on
the required mass for a particular tent,
you must decide which ballast to use.
There are many different types of ballast.

Water barrels are the most common and
easily managed form of ballast, and they
usually take the form of 55-gallon plastic
drums. Water barrels generally weigh
around 450 pounds when filled. Sandbags of varying weight and sizes are also
very common.
Concrete barrels usually weigh 1,000
pounds each and are created by filling 55gallon steel barrels with concrete. Concrete highway barriers, which are often
referred to as Jersey barriers or K-rail,
typically weigh 400 to 450 pounds per
linear foot. Also available are large ballast
blocks of concrete or water-filled highway
barriers. Pre-cast blocks of concrete can
weigh up to 4,000 pounds per unit.
Once you decide which type of ballast
to use, determine how the mass will be
attached to the tent or structure. The
most common types of attachments are
straps and ropes. Keep in mind that all
connectors must be at least as strong as
the ballast load, and they all must be in
good condition. If an engineering team
requires special base plates for the legs,
then those engineers must specify all bolts
and hardware in that system—no substitutions should be allowed.
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When you can’t stake

Rollover

Ballast

There are four ways that a tent can catastrophically fail: knocking down, rolling
over, uplift or shear failure. Each of these situations assumes that significant
forces from storms or wind are affecting the tent’s anchoring. If the wind gets
under the tent, it can cause one side of the anchoring to fail and cause the tent
to roll over. Narrower tents are at greater risk of rollover than wider tents, which
have more stability.

Failure
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Working with professionals
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Shear failure

It’s crucial to have good working relationships with professionals who can certify your non-staking installation. Use your
knowledge and experience to teach these professionals what
tools or components you have to work with.
One way to meet all the requirements of your state and local
authorities is to have your installation “engineered.” That’s the
process where you present all the manufacturer’s specifications
to engineers, who will then give you specific guidelines for your
non-staking installation. You may also be required to supply
a detailed site survey that includes surrounding buildings, soil
information, surface details, dates of installation to determine
likelihood of weather incidents, and anything else that could
affect the performance of the installation.
This is an extremely tedious process that may require
several attempts in order to complete all the specifications of
the engineers. There is also no guarantee that you can indeed
meet all the requirements of the professional engineers (PEs)
to get your installation permitted. And in addition to the labor
involved in this process, there will be considerable expense
in getting the approval of the engineers and authorities. This
can easily reach several thousand dollars. These reports are
generally site-specific, so a new report may be required for each
individual installation.
City or state authorities may require the project specification to be signed off by a PE. Many authorities require a “wet
stamp,” or an engineer’s seal, before accepting a project report.

Shear failure creates complex forces that can cause a tent to fail for a number of
reasons. Shear failure does not necessarily mean that your anchoring has failed;
however, structural movement from shear forces can dislodge anchoring or cause
base plates to slide out from under a ballast unit.

A PE is a recognized engineer who has met all the requirements
of his or her state in terms of educational and professional
certification. Not all engineers are PEs. In addition, a state
may not accept a project specification signed by a PE certified
in another state.
In the case of non-staking installations, having your plans
certified by an engineer can protect you in case any legal action
arises from injuries or damages associated with a structural failure. A signed and sealed report detailing the actions you took
to ensure a safe installation will probably be your best defense.
An engineer who is recognized by his or her state as an authority in the field will be the first line of indemnification for you
and your company.
There are many engineering firms that can advise you on
having your installation engineered. Some of these are listed on
the IFAI Web site at www.ifai.com/tent/engineerlist.cfm.

Practical considerations
If your sales team closes the deal and the customer tells you after
the bid is accepted that the installation will be non-staking,
then you have every right to renegotiate the contract. There are
so many other issues associated with non-staking installs that
the cost can easily erode a significant amount of your profit.
If you do take on a non-staking job, your crew must be familiar with or trained in non-staking procedures. Don’t forget
that there can be an increased danger to employees due to the
crushing hazard of large pieces of concrete.
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When constructing the layout for a tented event, keep in
mind that ballast occupies more space and cannot block the
exits. In addition, large concrete blocks or Jersey barriers require
better site access for trucks. During the planning stage, factor
in the need for extra personnel and equipment. If you are just
adding ballast to your product offerings, think about storage.
What will happen to the anchoring materials once you’re finished with them? Also, if you’re setting up a tent for a long-term
installation, consider using ballast other than water barrels, as
the plastic can crack and cause leakage.

Legal concerns
Again, manufacturers’ recommendations are the final word
in erecting any structure. Anything you make up on-site or
in the office is therefore a deviation from the manufacturer’s
guidelines. But what if the manufacturer does not have ballast
guidelines? Many manufacturers will not commit to any specific
amount of ballast.
If there aren’t any manufacturers’ guidelines to work with,
your option as a tent renter is to create as many layers of liability
protection as possible. Enlist as many professionals as you can
to ensure the safety of the public, the safety of your personnel
and the safety of your business. Mistakes or shortcuts at any step
of this process can result in injury or death, and the resulting
litigation can mean an end to your business.

A 55-gallon drum is a common way to weight a tent. Steel drums filled with
concrete offer more significant ballast than plastic drums filled with water.

Ballast is not an answer for every situation. Every non-staking installation must be undertaken with all the seriousness of
any other technical problem. Conduct your business and your
contracts in the most professional manner possible. Be aware
of the risks and take your responsibilities seriously.
Ken Keberle is a project manager at Prime Event Group in Tucson,
Ariz. He can be reached at ken@primeeventgroup.com.
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Calendar
IFAI Expo 2007
Oct. 3–5, 2007
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
www.ifaiexpo.com
Plan now to attend the largest specialty fabrics trade show in the Americas. See
the cutting edge in new products, breakthrough material advancements, design
initiatives, production techniques and marketing strategies. Benefit from handson, information-packed symposiums designed specifically for the tent industry.
For more information on IFAI Expo 2007, contact show management at +1 651
222 2508 or 800 225 4324, e-mail ifaiexpo@ifai.com or visit www.ifaiexpo.com.
IFAI Tent Conference 2008
Jan. 24–26, 2008
Hyatt Hotel
Long Beach, Calif.
www.tentexperts.org
The tent conference is an opportunity to take a break from tent installations
and sales to spend time learning and networking. Educational sessions will cover
the most pertinent topics in today’s tenting industry. For more information, visit
www.tentexperts.org or contact Jan Schieffer, IFAI Tent Rental Division managing director, at +1 651 225 6944 or jmschieffer@ifai.com.
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ISES Eventworld 2007
Aug. 16–18, 2007
Fairmont — The Queen Elizabeth
Montreal
www.ises.com/education/cpd/2007/
The International Special Events
Society’s annual Eventworld and Institute for Professional Development
offers attendees the tools to improve
their knowledge and skills. Along with
networking and relationship-building
opportunities, Eventworld will provide a
chance to gain inspiration from in-depth
insight into emerging trends.
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Catersource & Event
Solutions 2007 Idea Factory
Aug. 20–23, 2007
Miami Beach Convention Center
Miami
www.event-solutions.com/idea_factory
The 2007 Idea Factory & Expo will
bring more than 2,000 event professionals representing independent, corporate
and association planners as well as event
producers and suppliers from throughout
North America.

IFEA Annual
Convention & Expo
Sept. 17–21, 2007
Omni Hotel at the CNN Center
Atlanta
www.ifea.com/about/convention.asp
The International Festivals & Events
Association’s (IFEA) 52nd annual convention and expo features keynote and
breakout sessions, networking activities
and CFEE certification classes.
The Showman’s Show 2007
Oct. 17–18, 2007
Newbury Showgrounds
Chieveley, Berkshire, England
www.showmans-directory.co.uk/
theshow.asp
The Showman’s Show is the U.K.’s
original and most comprehensive exhibition of products, services and entertainment for the outdoor and special
event world. Among the hundreds of exhibitors at the show, attendees will find
tent renters and manufacturers, staging
companies, event organizers, electrical
contractors and flooring providers.

MATRA Conference 2007
Nov. 6–8, 2007
Dover Downs Hotel & Casino
Dover, Del.
www.matramembers.org
The Mid-Atlantic Tent Renters’ Association will be hosting its annual conference at Dover Downs in Delaware,
featuring multiple tent installations,
exhibitors and seminars.
The Special Event 2008
Jan. 15–18, 2008
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta
www.thespecialeventshow.com
The Special Event show offers thousands of event products and services,
along with educational sessions in eight
professional tracks.
Tri-Zone Convention
Jan. 30–Feb. 1, 2008
Millennium Hotel
St. Louis
This joint event includes the Upper
Midwest Canvas Products Association,
the Mid-America Canvas Products Association and the Canvas Products Association. For information, e-mail Kathy
Schaefer at kschae6644@aol.com.
The Rental Show 2008
Feb. 11–14, 2008
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas
www.therentalshow.com
The American Rental Association’s
annual show offers the latest products
along with seminars, networking events
and pre-show workshops. This show
draws over 10,000 rental professionals.
WCPA Expo West 2008
March 5–7, 2008
Doubletree Hotel
Sonoma, Calif.
www.wcpaonline.com
The Western Canvas Products Association (WCPA) will be holding its
2008 event in the wine country near
Sonoma, Calif.
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IFAI Canada Expo
March 6–8, 2008
Hilton Bonaventure
Montreal
www.ifaicanada.com
The annual expo for IFAI’s Canada division will be held in beautiful Montreal.
Attendees will have the opportunity to
visit exhibitors specifically serving the
Canadian market. Scheduled networking
events will offer valuable face time for
industry peers, while insightful seminars
will prepare business owners for the future. IFAI Canada exists to promote the
welfare of the Canadian textile industry,
improve the status of association members in the community, and benefit users
of Canadian industrial textile products.
For more information on IFAI Canada or
the Expo, contact Elizabeth Newman at
+1 651 225 6925 or e-mail ednewman@
ifai.com.
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Looking ahead:
IFAI Expo 2008
Oct. 21–23, 2008
Charlotte, N.C.
www.ifaiexpo.com
Those looking forward to the 2007
Expo this October in Las Vegas will also
want to mark their calendars for next
year’s Expo. IFAI’s Expo 2008 promises to be a blockbuster event, especially
because it has received the prestigious
International Buyer’s Program (IBP) designation from the U.S. Department of
Commerce. The IBP mark means that
the Department of Commerce will help
promote Expo 2008 as a forum for international business. The program exists
to link prospective buyers, distributors
and U.S. exhibitors, and the IBP designation is a proven value in bringing
international buyers to the show. IFAI
Expo 2006 also received the IBP distinction. For more information, contact
show management at +1 651 222 2508
or e-mail ifaiexpo@ifai.com.

Sales/Services
Stake Puller, E-Z Hauler,
Alumium Side Poles,
Lighting Hangers,
Electrical, and Etc.

Send your event information to the editor
at jrwallace@ifai.com to have it published in
the InTents calendar.
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New Products
Spanning the world.

Tents for festivities, trade fairs,
presentations, sports events
or as warehouses. Tents for all
kind of events, in any size, at any
location - our tent systems always
offer the right frame.

Two-way solution

Decorative lighting

A new two-way radio from HYT North
America offers 16 channels in either
VHF or UHF frequencies at an MSRP
of $225. The TC-500 radio is suited for

The new fluorescent chandelier from
Swampy Hollow Mfg. comes with three
13-watt fluorescent light bulbs. It has

heavy-duty, frosted-glass globes to withstand hauling and handling.
Swampy Hollow’s dimmable incandescent chandelier provides adjustable
intensity of lighting inside a tent. Three
60-watt incandescent bulbs are included,
professionals working on site at installations and events. The TC-500 has a
two-year limited replacement warranty
and provides 4 watts with features such
as scan with priority, timeout timer and
busy channel lockout. For more information, call 877 449 8621 or visit www.
hyt-na.com.

Brandnew!!!

InTents
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RÖDER H-Line

48

Storage- and thermotents
compatible to all
HÖCKER tents.

RÖDER GmbH Germany
+49 6049 7000

www.r-zs.com

Distributed by
Anchor Industries Inc.
Call: 800-544-4445

Revolutionary flooring
The new Revolution™ dance floor from
PS Event Furniture is built on advanced
composite polyurethane technology,
which creates a lighter and thinner
dance floor panel that remains durable
for rental use. The Revolution panels are
4 by 4 feet and cover 78% more surface
area than the standard floor panels, allowing for quick setup and removal. The
panels are also several pounds lighter
than standard 3-by-3-foot flooring panels. A cam-lock fastening system prevents the panels from separating during
use. For more information, call Craig
Clarke, VP of sales, at 800 762 0145 or
visit www.palmersnyder.com.

along with heavy-duty cracked-glass
globes. The light is finished with an antique brick look.
Both lights measure over 18 inches
high and are 20 inches wide, and both
come with a 24-inch chain and a 10-foot
power cord with plug. For more information, call +1 717 445 4027.

www.intents.info
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Digital tent fabric
Herculite Products Inc. has introduced
a new tent top fabric designed for longterm outdoor graphics display. Showtime
Graphic Tent™ combines the engineering of the company’s Showtime® S83
blackout tent fabric with a proprietary
ink-receptive surface treatment. The resulting fabric works with multiple methods of decoration, including solventbased digital or screen-printed inks, as
well as pressure-sensitive adhesive vinyl.
For more information, call 800 772 0036,
e-mail customercare@herculite.com or
visit www.herculite.com.

Waterproof zippers
The new TIZIP MasterSeal 10 by TIZIP
Waterproof Zippers is made from highstrength fabric coated with thermoplastic polyurethane. Strong, plastic teeth
are fixed on top of the zipper tape, and
the zipper’s coupling elements keep the
sealing edges tightly sealed when the
zipper is closed. The zipper tape can be
either welded or glued. The zipper’s slider
movement is contact-free and does not
wear on the zipper tape or the sealing
edge. For more information, call +41 433
110 252, e-mail info@tizip.com or visit
www.tizip.com.

A World Leader in Tent Manufacturing & Distribution of Event Equipment
866-438-8368 / 419-586-3610 / Fax: 419-584-0949

www.GetTent.com

Eco-friendly promotions

InTents

Ecobranders LLC is a new company specializing in eco-friendly promotional
products, including tote bags made from
organic fabrics and pens made from recycled materials. Ecobranders offers customized company merchandise useful
for corporate events, as well as customer
appreciation programs, event promotion and employee incentives. For more
information, visit www.ecobranders.com
or call +1 425 228 7869.

August ▲ September 2007

To submit your new product for inclusion in this section, send a press release and
high-resolution product photo to the editor
at jrwallace@ifai.com. Press releases should
include product information along with
details on how to purchase it. Questions?
Call Juliana Wallace at +1 651 225 6927.
Frame / Pole / Premiere / Fast Shade / Pinnacle / Marquee
www.intents.info
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The event planner &
tent rental magazine.

InTents

2 years for the price of 1
T $59

$39 / 2Years U.S.A.

T $79

$49 / 2Years Canada/Mexico (U.S. funds)

T $129 $69 / 2Years Other Int’l (U.S. funds)
Name ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Company _________________________________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________________________
City ______________________________________ State_________________________ Zip____________________

!
e
v
Sa

Introductory Offer–
Subscribe today &

• Styling the perfect
small event
• Hail to the crew chief

Phone_______________________________________ Fax_________________________________________________

• When you can’t stake
T

Bill me

Fax: +1 651-631-9334

T Check Enclosed $_______________
T Credit Card Payment

P Visa P Master Card
P Amex P Discover

Card Number: ________________________________________________
Expire Date: __________________________________________________
Card Holder Name: __________________________________________
Signature: _________________________ Date: ___________________

Mail: IFAI, SDS-12-2108,
PO Box 86,
Minneapolis, MN
55486-2108

• Cool comfort
• Gold-medal service

Offer ends December 31, 2007.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for
shipment of ﬁrst issue. Offer
valid for new subscribers only.

TITLE (check one):

PRIMARY BUSINESS (check one):

T Owner/President

T Tent Rental

T Purchasing Manager

T General Rental or Party Rental

T Sales/Marketing Manager

T Events/Party Planning/Catering

T Other (please specify) ________________

T Golf or Recreation Facility
T Other (please specify) _________________
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ADVERTISER INDEX
When you contact an advertiser in this issue, please tell them that you saw their ad in InTents.
For advertising rates and information call Sarah Hyland at 800 319 3349
ABC Industries
800 426 0921
www.abc-industries.net . . . . . . . . . 5
Tent Rental Division Member

Ferrari Textiles Corp.
+1 954 942 3600
www.ferraritextiles.com . . . . . . . 15
Tent Rental Division Member

American Turf & Carpet LLC
800 952 8847
www.americanturfandcarpet.com . 8, 9
Tent Rental Division Member

Fiesta Tents Ltd
800 465 5070
www.ﬁesta.ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Tent Rental Division Member

Anchor Industries Inc.
800 544 4445
www.anchorinc.com . . . . . . . . . . 18
Tent Rental Division Member

Herculite Products Inc.

Anza Tents
888 637 8086
www.anzatents.com . . . . . . . . . . 49

HTS Structures
800 806 7404
www.hts-structures.com . . . . . . Cv2
Tent Rental Division Member

Asia Tent International
www.asiatent.com . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
Atlas Copco Construction Tools
800 760 4049. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40, 41
Tent Rental Division Member

John Boyle & Co. Inc.
800 438 1061
www.johnboyle.com . . . . . . . . . Cv4
Tent Rental Division Member
Celina Tent
866 438 8368
www.gettent.com . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
Tent Rental Division Member
Charnecke Tents
800 242 6833
www.charnecketents.com . . . . . . 34
Tent Rental Division Member
Economy Tent International
800 438 3226
www.economytent.com. . . . . . . . 35
Tent Rental Division Member

Snyder Mfg. Inc.

800 772 0036
www.herculite.com . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Tent Rental Division Member

Losberger US LLC
800 964 8368
www.losbergerus.com . . . . . . . . . 12
Tent Rental Division Member
Mainline Exhibitors
800 227 3083 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
Tent Rental Division Member

Mehler Texnologies, Inc.
877 226 2833
www.mehler-texnologies.com . . 35
Ohenry Productions Inc.
+1 254 714 1103
www.ohenrytents.com. . . . . . . . . 19
Tent Rental Division Member

800 837 4450
www.snyderman.com . . . . . . . . . 31
Tent Rental Division Member
Starrett Brothers Tent Mfg.
800 433 9116
www.tentmanufacture.com . . . . . 5
Tent Rental Division Member
Swampy Hollow Mfg
+1 717 445 4027 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

47

TEECO
877 712 9172
www.teecosolutions.com/party . . 39
Tent Rental Division Member
Tentnology Co.
800 663 8858
www.tentnology.com . . . . . . . . . . 3
Tent Rental Division Member
TopTec Inc.
800 845 2830
www.toptecinc.com . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Tent Rental Division Member
Warner Shelter Systems Ltd.
800 661 6155
www.wssl.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Tent Rental Division Member

Palmer Snyder
800 762 0415
www.palmersnyder.com . . . . . . . 17
The advertisers highlighted in color
are exhibitors at IFAI Expo 2007. Plan
to attend and visit their booths at the
show, which will be held at the Las
Vegas Convention Center on October
3-5, 2007.

Contact Information
Jan Schieffer, Managing Director
1801 County Rd B West
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: +1 651 225 6944,
800 636 5065
Fax: +1 651 631 9334
E-mail: jmschieffer@ifai.com
www.tentexperts.org
www.intents.info
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For more information on IFAI Expo
2007, please visit www.ifaiexpo.com.

InTents

Roder Zelt-und GmBH
800 544 4445
www.r-zs.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Tent Rental Division Member

Eureka! The Tent Company
800 235 2607
www.eurekapartytents.com . . . . 27
Tent Rental Division Member
Tent Rental Division of IFAI
The Tent Rental Division's mission
is to foster safety, quality and creativity in the use of rental tents. Member
companies strive to increase awareness
and use of industry's products and services among consumer groups through
public relations activities.

SEC Sales Group
800 621 2495
www.theSECgroup.com . . . . . . . 11
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Raising the Stakes

Luminous
inflatables
Alan Parkinson’s luminaria continue to delight
visitors around the world.

InTents
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Photo by Nada Stankova, courtesy of Architects of Air.

M
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A well-organized luminarium event allows visitors long enough
time to relax and enjoy the structure. Inset photo: The Levity
II luminarium is one of Architects of Air’s structures on tour
this year.

“More effective than 20 years of therapy,” said one visitor.
“Almost moved to tears,” commented another. “An absolutely
unreal experience not to be missed. Very imaginative design.”
The inflatable luminaria from Architects of Air have been
blowing people’s minds since the early 90s. In that time, the
inflated fabric cities have become larger, more innovative and
much more in demand. Company founder Alan Parkinson is
behind the design of the installations and has been building
the luminaria since 1985. “What first engaged me is the subtle
yet astonishing beauty of the light and color that is intrinsic to
this medium,” Parkinson states on the company’s Web site. “To
build the structures I take an engineering approach—drawing
on conventional techniques of sheet metal design allied with
an understanding of how flexible materials deform under tension.” Parkinson’s goal is to build one
new luminarium each year.
Cultural centers and festivals typically book a luminarium for exhibitions ranging between three and
30 days long. Normal wear and tear
means that a luminarium can last for
around 300 exhibition days before it
is recycled. When a new luminarium
is designed, Architects of Air needs
five people and four months to build
the structure.
The installation of such structures
is somewhat similar to a typical tent
installation in that Architects of Air Photo by James Stephenson, courtesy
requires site surveys, proper anchor- of Architects of Air.
ing and power plans. Weather is also
a concern for the inflatable cities. Though rain isn’t a problem
until the water begins to pool underneath the luminarium, hot
temperatures can mean uncomfortable visitors. Architects of
Air also recommends that the structure should not be inflated
at all if the temperature reaches 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Actual
installation of a luminarium takes only two hours for laying the
fabric and anchoring, and the time needed to inflate the structure can be as little as 20 minutes. Tear-down can be finished
one hour after the last visitor exits.
And though the setup and take-down time may seem relatively short, the experience of walking through the luminarium
will never be forgotten. As one visitor raved: “Love it, love it,
love it. All I had hoped it would be, plus more. Will be back
again and again and again.”

www.intents.info
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The Reference

Section

Data Textile Snapshots:
Commercial & Rental Tents

Pullout Capacity of Tent Stakes Volume 1:
Tent Data Summary

Item #mktduaa005
In August 2005, IFAI’s Market Research
Services department published a Data Textiles
Snapshot on the Commercial & Rental Tent
market. The eight-page report provides
industry market data including information
on total Rental Tent fabric consumption, fabric
preferences, and trend information including
rental inventory replacement. Findings were
obtained through interviews and surveys of
fabric suppliers, tent manufacturers and rental
companies. Also available as a PDF.

Item#26001
Volume 1 summarizes the results of tent stake
pullout tests conducted by the Department
of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois,
Urbana. An extensive anchor testing program
was performed to quantify the effect of
variables on pullout capacity and to assist in
the development of methods to predict the
magnitude and reliability of anchor capacity.
Chapter topics are testing parameters, results
of testing, interpretation of results, summary, references, DCP and
stake modeling, alternate methods for predicting stake pullout
capacity with DCP results, and ASTM specifications for DCP tests.
This item is available in CD-Rom format.

IFAI Procedural Handbook for the Safe
Installation and Maintenance of Tentage
Item #20039

This procedural handbook explains safe
procedures for installing tents and is a useful
tool for installers, foremen and company
owners. The procedural handbook has
been referenced in the American Rental
Association tent installer education track,
Special Events Magazine, Exhibitor Magazine,
The Wall Street Journal; and was recently
added to the Montreal School as a reference text for tent designing
and engineering students. The handbook covers pole-supported
tents up to 60 feet wide and is divided into six chapters: Site Survey;
Layout, Staking and Anchoring; Poles; Sidewalls; Tensioning a Tent;
Safety and Maintenance. This new edition is available in CD-Rom
format only (2004).

IFAI Tent Expo 2005:
Tent School Handouts
Item #Tenkbaa002
(August 2005, 50 pages, spiral bound)
This book contains the materials presented at
the IFAI Tent Expo 2005 Tent School. Topics
include: Tent squaring, tent repair, tools of the
trade, flooring tents, tent cleaning, installation,
codes and permits, inflatables, and anchoring.

InTents Article Showcase
Item #26000

A photocopied collection of insightful InTents
magazine articles containing over 250 pages
with helpful information about the tent rental
industry. Topics include: Accessories, equipment,
installation/maintenance, inventory, market
segments, marketing, operations, tips, resources,
safety, standards/codes, and opportunities.

Pullout Capacity of Tent Stakes Volume 2:
Tent Data
Item #26002

Volume 2 explains test methods used in the
Tent Staking Study and includes a database
of test results showing anchorage capacity
in various conditions. Data includes load
measurements, displacement, and rotation
of the stake top. Anchorage capacity was
investigated in various soil types, moisture
amounts, with different stake diameters and
embedment depths, with varying times between installation and
pullout testing, and with various load fastening heights. Several
configurations of group stakes were also tested. All data collected
is recorded in this publication. This item is available in CD-Rom
format.

Safety First Because Injuries Last
(English or Spanish)
Item #tensdja006
Illustrating the protective clothing and
accessories available for a tent installer,
this poster measures 24-by-34 inches and
encourages good safety practices. “We have
all seen or heard of incidences in the industry
where safety awareness would have improved
the situation,” says Jim Reyen, chairman of
the IFAI Tent Rental Division Life Safety
Issues for the Tent Installer Task Force. The
development and distribution of this poster is
a first step in generating safety awareness.

SAFETY FIRST
because

INJURIES LAST

Hard Hat
Eye Protection
Ear Protection
Gloves
Steel Toe Boots

1801 County Rd B W., Roseville, MN 55113-4061 USA Phone: +1 651 225 6944 • Web site: www.tentexperts.org

Tent Installation – With Music (CD-Rom)

SOLD
OUT

Item #Tensdaa003
By request, time–lapse videos of the IFAI Tent Expo 2005 are now
available through the IFAI Bookstore. This CD-ROM includes
the complete Tent Expo video viewed at the closing banquet; plus
additional footage on installing a frame tent, a tension tent, a
clearspan structure and a double decker structure.

InTents Bookstore

To order, visit www.bookstore.ifai.com;
Call 800 207 0729, +1 651 225 6913;
or e-mail bookstore@ifai.com
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Ever since we introduced Big Top™ to Barnum & Bailey in 1922, John Boyle & Company has been
the top choice for tent fabrics that outperform. Today – in our complete line of vinyl laminated polyester
tent fabrics – you’ll find the ideal combination of features for any installation’s needs. Big Top™ is still a
fabricator favorite, with its high gloss surface, array of colors and translucency that creates a beautiful
interior glow. There’s something Nu – Nu Tent™ for the ultimate in easy handling, and Nu Tent™ Plus,
with unparalleled stain resistance. And, there’s Pro-Tec 2000®, Veranda™ and advanced-technology

BTF-19™. Make John Boyle your one choice for tent fabrics, and count on peak performance.

For convenient, one-stop shopping, all tent fabrics are stocked at
John Boyle & Company locations across the nation.
Statesville, NC
St. Louis, MO
West Mifflin, PA
Cherry Hill, NJ
Lake Park, FL

704-872-8151
314-664-6776
412-464-9762
856-489-8588
561-848-1461

or
or
or
or
or

800-438-1061
800-325-7092
800-245-4840
800-544-3675
800-432-5321

FAX
FAX
FAX
FAX
FAX

888-867-1337
888-231-8365
888-477-0643
800-300-0718
888-371-8110

Atlanta, GA
Grand Prairie, TX
City of Industry, CA
Indianapolis, IN

404-699-2444
972-988-9117
626-965-5312
317-876-7017

or
or
or
or

800-699-9336
800-221-1038
800-841-0555
800-843-6236

FAX
FAX
FAX
FAX

888-546-7005
888-472-8737
888-804-9751
800-424-0382

DISTRIBUTORS
Vaughan Brothers, Inc., Portland, Oregon
George N. Jackson, Ltd., Winnipeg, MB, Canada
Orli, Guadalajara, México

503-233-1771 FAX 503-233-1557
204-786-3821 FAX 204-788-2457
33-3268-0400 FAX 33-3268-0404

www.JohnBoyle.com
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